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2006 UA Cares - UA employees donated to 158
non-profits and over 100 University program areas.

UA4F000
Year
2005
2006
2007

Dollars
$7,879
$38,623*
$29,971*

Pounds
5,659
10,177
12,301

*lncludes $10,000 UA4Food donation from the
Marshall Foundation to the Community Food
Bank in support of "Snak Paks for Kids".

UA VOLUNTEER DAY
Year

2004

2005
2006
2007

Non-Profit
Recipient
Rebuilding
Together in
Barrio Hollywood
Habitat for
Humanity
Community Food
Bank
Primavera
Foundation

UA Volunteer
Hours in i day
178+ vols.
650+ hours

450+vols.
1800+ hours
400+ vols.
1400+ hours
March 1, 2008

J

(520) 621Sl3O

Director Heather Lukach

The UA Visitor Center features UA exhibits,
publications, public Internet access, UApresents
ticket sales and more. The center arranges
CatWalks Tours of the UA for specific groups.

UA Visitor Center

Neighborhood Relations Coordinatoiç
Sarah Evans
(520) 626-3073

Neighborhood Relations is a point of contact
between the UA, City ofTucson, and its
neighbors. It works to establish and maintain
positive relationships regarding campus activities
and their potential impact on adjacent areas.

Neighborhood & Local
Government Relations

Director Kathy Hawkes-Smith
(520) 621-1438

The Office of University Events coordinates
numerous events such as Regents ' and
Distinguished Professors ceremonies,
Commencement Platform Assemblies, UA
Retiree Dinner, Flinn and National Merit
Scholars Receptions, and home football
game events.

University Events

Executive Director Francisco J. Marmolejo
(520) 621-7761 (CONAHEC)
(520) 626-4258 (WHP)

CONAHEC advises and connects institutions
interested in establishing or strengthening
academic collaborative programs in the North
American region.

Consortium for North American Higher
Education Collaboration &
Western Hemispheric Programs

Office of Community Relations
Additional Areas of Service

More information can be read online at
externalrelations.arizona.edu/
community.cfm

(520) 626-4671

Holly Altman, Outreach Coordinator

(520) 621-3316

Jaime Gutierrez,
Associate Vice President of
Community Relations

Telephone: (520) 621-3316
Fax: (520) 621-601 1

Office of Community Relations
University Services Building
Po Box 210158
Tucson, Arizona 85721
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CommunIty Relations
Outreach Programs
The University of Arizona strives
to embody the land grant mission,
which is to provide service to the local
community, the nation and the world.
Public service cornes in many forms at
the University, including class projects
that serve the community, student
internships, and teaching, research, and
extension programs to name a few. The
University is also has many charitable
projects initiated by various individuals,
departments and student groups.
The Office of Community Relations
(OCR), which is responsible
for developing and maintaining
relationships with various individuals
and groups within the Southern
Arizona community and beyond,
provides charitable support for the local
community through several campuswide community outreach programs.

For more information contact
Holly Altman
Outreach Coordinator
(520) 626-4671

UA Cares
UA Cares is The University of Arizona's
workplace giving campaign, offering
University employees the opportunity
to donate to any University program or
service through the UA Foundation, and
to any non-profit agency or Community
Impact Area through the United Way of
Tucson and Southern Arizona. In 2006
UA employees donated over $430,000 to
155 non-profit agencies and 100 University
program areas.

www.uacares.arizona.edu

UA4Food
Studies show that within the 9,000 square
miles ofPima County at least 170,000
people are at risk for hunger, including
at least 70,000 children. To address this
critical community need, The University
ofArizona conducts an annual food drive,
bringing together faculty, staff and student
groups to raise awareness, food and the
money to buy food for the Community
Food Bank. UA4Food runs from February
through April and includes a wide variety
ofevents and activities.

www.ua4food.arizona.edu

Cats in the
Community Day

Every March 300-600 University faculty,
staff and students join their hands and
hearts by volunteering on a Saturday to
help with a community project. Projects
focus on meeting critical community
needs. and have included assisting
low-income homeowners with home
maintenance and repair, building houses
with Habitat for Humanity, painting, and
planting gardens at a local elementary
school and conducting "makeovers"
for local non-profit organizations. A
cross-campus volunteer planning team
coordinates all aspects of the project.

www.catsincommunity.arizona.edu

Daughters on Campus
Day Outreach Program

The Office of Community Relations
provides outreach to underrepresented
young women by coordinating a day
on campus for 60-100 freshmen and
sophomore high school students. The goal
ofthe day is to intoduce young women
to campus life, offer information on
admissions and financial aid, and provide
inspiration and the understanding that
college is a viable option for them.

UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA RETIREES ASSOCIATION
PO Box 42391

Tucson, Arizona 85733

520-325-4366

REPORT TO THE FACULTY SENATE
September 10, 2007
By Cornelius Steelink

The University of Arizona Retirees Association ([JARA) monitors the activities of the Arizona
State Retirement System (ASRS) on a regular basis as a service to its 1100 members, as well as a
service to the active faculty and staff Here are some of the recent facts and figures about those
activities.

RECENT ACTIVITIES OF THE ASRS
* Return on investments for 2006-2007 = 17.8%
* Market value of investment portfolio (June 2007) = $28 billion
* National ranking of retiree benefits package = top 20%
* Employee contribution rate for 2007-2008 9.6%
* Funding status 85%
* Health Insurance premiums for retirees (2007- 2008) = unchanged

ASRS MEMBERSHIP FACTS (as of June 2006)
Total membership
Active membership
Inactive membership
Retired membership

= 487,518
=

217,967
184, 460
80, 129

Average age = 44.7.
Average age

69.6

Tucson members of the ASRS Board of Trustees
Professor Keith Meredith, UA
Jaime Gutierrez, associate vice president, UA

University of Arizona Retirees Association President (2007-2008)
Suzanne Van Ort, Dean Emerita, College of Nursing

GRADUATE ASSISTANTIASSOCIATE
WORKLOAD STUDY
Report of Findings and Analysis
PRESENTED TO

May 15, 2007

.4
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Time spent on Graduate Assistant/Associate duties and responsibilities has
negatively affected my ability to make academic progress toward my degree.
o
o
o

There is nearly equal agreement (41 .4%) and disagreement (43.1%)
Females are more likely to agree than males
Students employed by Humanities, Social and Behavioral Sciences, Business
and Public Administration and Science are more likely to agree than students
from Interdisciplinary Programs and Optical Science (students from
Agriculture/Life Sciences, Fine Arts, "Others" and Engineering are in between)

I am able to cover my healthcare needs with the salary and benefits I receive as a
Graduate Assistant/Associate at the University of Arizona.
o
o
o
o

There are more who disagree (53.4%) than who agree (37.1%)
Males are more likely to agree than Females
Asians are more likely to agree than other ethnic groups
Students employed by Engineering are more likely to agree than students from
Humanities, Business and Public Administration and Fine Arts (all others are in
between)

I am able to cover the healthcare needs of my partner and/or dependents with the
salary and benefits I receive as a Graduate Assistant/Associate at the University
of Arizona.
o
o

There is very strong disagreement (86.1%) as compared to those who agree
(3.9%)
All students have strong disagreement, though students employed by
Engineering and Fine Arts are the least likely to disagree.

I have been given a copy of the "The Graduate Assistantships and Associateships
Hiring Manual."
o
o

o

There is nearly equal agreement (39.7%) and disagreement (39.1%), with 21.2%
unsure
Males are more likely to agree than Females
Students employed by Business and Public Administration are more likely to
agree than students from Science, Optical Science and Humanities (all others
are in between)

I know and understand the employment guidelines in "The Graduate
Assistantships and Associateships Hiring Manual."
o

There is nearly equal agreement (40.9%) and disagreement (40.3%), with 18.8%

o

Asians are more likely to agree than other ethnic groups
Students employed by Business and Public Administration, Engineering,
Interdisciplinary Programs and Social and Behavioral Sciences are more likely to
agree than students from Science (all others are in between)

un sure

o

I have been made aware of any additional guidelines or responsibilities relating to
my employment as a graduate assistant/associate by my supervisor or any other
staff member from my department.
o
o

There are more who agree (59.3%) than those who disagree (21.2%)
No significant differences present
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Which of the following best describes your responsibilities for the courses you
taught in the Fall 2006 semester?
Course responsibilities
60%

42.8%
40%

20%

-

27.7%

29.5%

Dscusson

LabTA and
discussion

0%

Rirrsry
instructor

section leader

leader

How many classes did you teach or sections did you lead in the Fall 2006
semester?
Cisse sise cti ons
50%

45.0%
41.5%

40%

30%

20%

10%

1.6%

0.8%

1.1%

0.3%

0.3%

0.8%

0.3%

0.3%

0.3%
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5

6

7

8

10

11

12

13

1.6%

0%

I

2

15 or

rrore

The majority of students taught in one or two classes.

On average, how many total hours per week did you spend working as a Teaching
Assistant for your Fall 2006 course(s) including all time spent inside and outside
of the classroom?
The median amount of time
spent working as a TA is 16 20 hours, with a near bell
shaped curve illustrating the
frequency of responses.

Weekly hours
30%

22.3%
18.7%

18.7%

20%
15.1%

13.8%
7.4%

10%

4.1%
0%

0-5

6-10

11-15

16-20

26-30

21-25

More

than 30

Weekly hours by number of classes/sections

z
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10%

20%

40%

30%

0-S o 6-10

11-15

50%

60%

16-20 o 21-25 026-30

70%

80%

90%

100%

More than 30 hours

The median number of weekly hours worked by those with only one class/section is 11 - 15 and
79% will spend 20 hours per week or fewer working. The median hours worked by those with
two classes/sections is 21 - 25 and the number working 20 hours per week or fewer drops to
36%. For those with three or more sections/units, the median is 16 20 hours with 70%
working 20 hours per week or fewer.
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Thinking back to the Fall 2006 semester, approximately what percentage of your
time as a Teaching Assistant was spent doing the following:
Time spent as TA
22.6

Teaching
19.9

Grading-essay
16.7

class/lab prep
13 9

Grading-assignfrertts

13.2

Office hours
Cisc uss ion

10.4

Grading-quiz

10.3

93

Qeatìng exans/assignmefltS

clerical
Other responsibilities

E-nil response

- 6.1
3.9

class w ebsite

3.1

Lab facilities arid equiprrnt
0

10

5

15

20

25

44.1% of aU time ¡s spent on grading (essays, assignments, and quizzes)

How often were you asked to perform tasks outside of your contractual duties in
the Fall 2006 semester?
Only about 5% report being
asked to perform tasks outside
of their contractual duties on a
regular basis (weekly or daily).
About 16% were not sure of
what their obligations entailed.

Tasks outside of contract duties
45%
38.0%

30%

20.0%

15.7%

15.4%
15%

36%

1.3%

0%

Never

Rarely

Sorretirres

Weekly

Daily

Not sure
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Teaching Assistants were asked to indicate how much they agreed with the following
statements on a scale from i to 5, where i means completely disagree, 2 means somewhat
disagree, 3 means neither agree nor disagree, 4 means somewhat agree and 5 means.
completely agree.
Teaching Assilants

35.6%

Trained to teach

Recd guidance

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Corrpleteiy disagree ia Sorrew hat disagree i Neither agree nor disagree i Sorrew hat agree u Conpietety agree

I feel I was properly trained to teach the classes I was assigned in the Fall 2006
semester.
o
o

Approximately two-thirds at least somewhat agree that they were properly
trained, while just over óne-fifth disagree with the statement
No significant differences present

I feel I received guidance from my teaching supervisor or the instructor of record.
o
o

Greater than three-fourths agree that they received guidance
No significant differences present

li

Did you have regular meetings with your advisor 'n the Fall 2006 semester?
Most RA's (83.4%) had regular
meetings with their advisors.

Regular meetings

Yes, 83.4%

No, 16.6%

Which of the following best describes your project supervisor for the Fall 2006
semester?
How did your supervisor's standing (post-doc, graduate, faculty) impact your
ability to complete research for your job and dissertation for the Fall 2006
semester?
Project supervisor impact on job/dissertation
100%

75%

70.3%
51.4%

50%

25%

The majority of RA's (86%)
report that their supervisor is a
member of the faculty. 13%
indicate it is a graduate student,
while just over 1% say it is a
post doc.

4-1-.2-%

21.6%
8.1%

7.4%

0%

Graduate student

Fac uy

Better ab'e E No irrpact ¡j Less ab'e

RA's with a graduate student as
their supervisor are more likely
to feel that they were better
able to complete research for
their job and dissertation
because of the supervisors
standing.
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In the Fall 2006 semester, did you engage in activities within your department/unit
that were primarily for the benefit of the department/unit (such as serving on a
committee or board)?
Which of the following best describes your involvement in the activities
mentioned in the previous question?
Engaged in dept/unit activities
80%

65.8%

83% did so on a voluntary basis, 11% did
so as mandated by their contract, and
6% were required to do so, though it was
not specified in their contract.

60%

34.2%

40%

Similar to TA's, about one-third (34%) of
RA's indicate that they have engaged in
activities that were primarily for the
benefit of the department or unit.

20%

0%

Yes

No

What percentage of your work week during the Fall 2006 semester was spent on
activities completely unrelated to your personal academic goals?
o
o

o

On average, 20.8% of all work week time was spent on activities not related to
the students' personal academic goals
The percentage is slightly higher for Females (23.0%) than it is for Males (17.9%)
The percentage is higher for .25 FTE students (30.9%) than it ¡s for .5 FTE
students (19.8%)
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II. SURVEY RESPONDENTS
College - Enrolled

Valid

Agriculture/Life Sciences
Archítecture/Landscape
Architecture
Business/Public
Administration
Education

FineArts
Humanities
Medicine
Optical Sciences
Pharmacy
Public Health
Science
Social/Behavioral
Sciences
Engineering
Interdisciplinary
Programs
Total

Missing
Total

17

Cumulative
Percent

Frequency
55

Percent
7.5

Valid Percent

75

75

8

11

11

86

37

5.0

5.0

13.6

25

3.4

3.4

17.0

4.6
17.3

21.7
39.0

34

4.6

127

17.3

18

2.4
4.9

2.5

41.4

4.9

1.0

1.0

36
7
11

1.5

1.5

128

17.4

17.4

46.3
47.3
48.8
66.2

137

18.6

18.7

84.9

63

8.6

8.6

93.5

48

6.5

6.5

100.0

734

99.7

100.0

2

.3

736

100.0
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Ethnicity

93

12.6

Valid Percent
1.0
12.9

64

8.7

8.9

7

Percent
1.0

Frequency
Valid

Missing
Total

African-American
Asian
Hispanic/Latin
Native American
Pacific Islander
White/Caucasian
Other
Total
System

8

1.1

1.1

4

.5

.6

501

68.1

69.4

45

6.1

722

98.1

6.2
100.0

14

1.9

736

100.0

Cumulative
Percent
1.0

13.9
22.7

23.8
24.4
93.8
100.0

FTE Status

Valid

.5

.25
Other
Total
Missing
Total

Frequency
547

Percent
74.3

128

17.4

58

7.9
99.6

733
3

.4

736

100.0

System

Valid Percent
74.6
17.5
7.9
100.0

Cumulative
Percent
74.6
92.1

100.0

Teaching Assistant

Valid

Missing

TeachingAssistant
Non TA

Frequency
433

Total
System

272
705
31

736

Total

Percent
58.8
37.0
95.8
4.2
100.0

Valid Percent
61.4
38.6
100.0

Cumulative
Percent
61.4
100.0

Research Assistant

Valid

Research Assistant
Non-Research Assistant
Total

Missing
Total

System

Frequency
322
336
658
78
736

Percent
43.8
45.7
89.4
10.6
100.0

Valid Percent
48.9
51.1

Cumulative
Percent
48.9
100.0

100.0
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Consider the average cost of the birth control pill: most graduate students pay $30/mo=
$360/year! Thats about 5% of our annual take-home income. That's a huge amount of
our salary. I haven't been to a dentist in 4 years, simply because I can't afford it. If my
teeth get plaquey, I take a metal tweezer edge to clean them. Isn't that awful? In
addition, advisers do not provide guidance or clear expectations for research progress. I
have no idea if I'm making progress! I've tried broaching it with my adviser, but it does
not seem to work.
dental insurance
dental insurance would be very helpful
Depending on the class the work load can be very heavy , +l5hours a week
Drawing a line between the research one does as a research assistant (RA) and the
work done for one's dissertation can be difficult and depends on the field concidered. At
the UofA Astronomy department the research done as an RA is typicatly also work
towards ones thesis. Still a typical grad student probably works 50 hours a week or
more. In my opinion graduate assistatns' pay is reasonable and allows for a comfortable
lifestyle in Tucson. However, health care for the students and related social benefits for
their families are extremely inadequate, having in mind most graduate assistants are in
their mid-20s to mid-30s, many are married and some have children
During the summer I asked for a copy of the texbook for the upper division course I was
likely going to be teaching. I was given a text that I used to begin to plan--Span 325 is
the sole responsibility of the TA--syllabus and all. The day before classes started (when
we are notified what, when and where we will be teaching the next day) I was told that
the department of changed the text...none of us had ever seen it before and could not
get a copy of the book until about 4PM the day before classes started. We were not
given any additional information to help with the situation. I had to re-create the syllabus
and try to figure out what to tell my students--all the night before classes began. There
was absolutely no support and to top it off the book was very difficult to use and difficult
for the students to understand, so I finally stopped using it and began spending
countless hours making up my own materials.
Engineering college( in ECE) .25 ETE amounts to much more work than the required
10 hours.
Expectations need to be clearer; profs need to make a stronger effort to communicate
with TAs
For any graduate student who is also a parent the current system exacerbates an
already discriminatory work situation. This is especially true for the primary caregiver,
In an environment that not only requires long hours for
most frequently the woman.
studies, work, and research projects (a focus in many departments that does not even
figure into work requirements)the added time pressure of being a parent further limits the
time available for projects with mentors and other opportunities for professional
development. These additional opportunities and research often are key to advancing a
career and success on the job market. The university claims to be concerned with
ensuring equal opportunities for women but the reality seems to be that to whatever
degree this is true, it is for women (and men) who are not parents who choose to be
active participants in raising their child. Assuming I complete my PhD, I will be one of
two women in my department ever to begin the program as a parent and finish. And it is
not that others have not tried. I imagine men in the same situation would also encounter
many of the same issues. The environment is so hostile at times that a simple
suggestion that a few parking spaces somewhat centrally located on campus might be
reserved for parents who find themselves having to bring a child to campus was met with
a very terse 'we cannot accomodate every persons needs.' The point being that even
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I am deeply concerned about the lack of health insurance for spouses and children, I
cannot afford the premiums based on my salary. In addition, I spend a huge chunk of
my salary of presciptions, these should be covered. Training should be more extensive
for first-time TA's and we should not have to pay registration fees if we are TA's and/or
RAs. In most colleges, if one is a TA or an RA, tuition is completely covered.
I am definitly over-working and getting paid unreasonable amount of salary. The
compensation does not even pay the monthly grocery.
I am happy for an opportunity to teach and professionalize myself in this way. I would
like to teach less so that I have time to do research and attend professional conferences
I also think that your survey might want to recognize the
without feeling guilty.
conferences that English teachers do with students, which can take an entire week of
time. And I remain forever disturbed that my sister, who works at McDonalds, makes
twice as much as me and has an excellent health package that include eye and dental.
I am teaching many sections but they are all at the same time. (Different room but same
time). I have to run from one room to the other and have to delegate a lot ofthe teaching
to undergrad preceptors. This situation is unaceptable, but the department (Veterinary
Sciences the course is 205L) has no money whatsoever. I taught 3 section
(3X24students) and 2 sections at the same time. The 3 sections at the same time was
unusual, but the 2 sections is done routinely (by me and other TA). There was even
discussion that the classe could be given without a TA (only preceptors) this semester!
They finally found some funding and I got the position but still... Next time we will give
the kids the book and tell them to do it at home by themselve. (just kidding, but ¡t is
getting there). I love to teach but that many sections at the same time is killing me
(especially since I know that even if I do my best I still can not do better than I crappy
jo b).

lAM TIRED!!!
I believe it is necessary to create more .50 TA or RA positions. .25 position do not
sustain a normal life in Tucson.
i believe my department (near eastern studies) pays its teaching assistants less than any
other department in sbs. phd students in my department are offered .5 time
assistantships- but this isn't even livable, it would be great if they could pay us enough
also- having health care is nice, but i haven't had my teeth looked
to actually live on.
at or new glasses ¡n years. why don't we have dental and optical coverage? particularly
optical- grad students read for a living, after all.
I definitely look forward to graduate assistants being paid a bit better.
I did not serve as either a TA or RA - rather my graduate assistantship was with
Residence Life as a Graduate Hall Director.
I do feel that we are in a tough spot as grad students, but our supervisors are too. I
really like my work situation and learning experiences teaching and researching, but
really just teaching the one class I teach should be a .5 fie--it takes me around 20 hours
a week, if you include pre-semester prep, syllabus design, etc. But my teaching
supervisor does not spring new responsibilities on me, it's just that the job, as it is, really
takes more hours than they pay for it. As an RA, I know a lot of students resent the
clerical activity we engage in, but I do not. It's a small price to pay for the opportunity to
see how my professor approaches a variety of areas of the profession. In my RAship, I
am not overworked--I really appreciate that job. In all, we just don't earn enough money
for what we do as teachers, in my experience, simply because we are not actually paid
for all the hours we work (10 hours per week for a class would be a dream!). It takes
more time than that to do a good job, and most of us care a lot about doing a good job,
so we work extra. I have only taken 2 classes per semester instead of 3 because I
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I have been regularly required to work 50-60+ hours a week, which is 20-30 hours over
my signed contract. I have been told on numerous occasions that if did not work at
'east 50-60 hours a week that J wou'd be kicked out of the graduate program for failing to
meet standards.
I have experiences but from previos semesters not Fall 2006. Therefore for other
semesters my responses would have been very different.
I have had a very good experience here, with ample support. However, I know there are
huge disparities between different advisors and especially different departments.
Though I am somewhat concerned by this, I doubt imposing additional controls and
regulations will do anything but create more hassle for students. The paperwork I have
to fill out forthe Graduate College is frustrating enough as is.
I have prescription drugs that I have to buy 'cash' for, because since I have a second job
(due to low pay as a TA), I am officially well above the poverty line, and thus cannot
receive vouchers, etc., for paying for prescription drugs, but with the expense of the
drugs, even my two jobs do not make me enough to pay my bills as well as my
prescription drugs. I pay $200 a month for prescription drugs.
have previously worked as a TA and find the workload discrepancy between TA and
RA positions really troubling. As a TA, I worked between 20 and 40 hours a week,
primarily on grading and administrative duties (i.e., I didn't have the opportunity to
prepare or give lectures). As an RA my workload has been lower, and almost all of it
has been beneficial for my research.
I just want to stress how dissatisfied I am with the insurance coverage we receive,
particularly for prescription drugs and dependants! lt's criminal the amount of money I
pay to insure my son. My entire paycheck is swallowed up in his insurance coverage
alone. Also, some kind of childcare sure would be nice too!
I realize that the University has no money, especially for Graduate Students, but eye and
dental care would be nice. I pay out of pocket for both and on our graduate
assistantships it is hard to do this. Maybe we could have a chunk of money set aside
from professor's grants (on a sliding scale) and used to increase the health care benefits
(eye and dental) for graduate students. This is a major problem in recruiting within the
Chemistry Department since many schools offer both benefits.
I recommed the workload be reduced to 3 courses instead of 4 per academic year.
I really wish the health plan
I still had to take out loans to coverthe cost of living.
included prescriptions, dental, and vision.
I taught a 150-person lecture class which met 2xlweek for 1 hr. 15 mins. each time, as
primary instructor, for 0.25 FTE, which was completely ridiculous and should not have
been allowed.
I think a lot of new students in this department were not correctly informed on the
procedure and expectations for finding a research/faculty advisor. I believe that several
came to grief/frustration as a result. Maybe they have to figure it out for themselves, but
I think it would be more appropriate to give guidance in this matter.
I think graduate students need more help with time and stress management. The stress
and pressures can be quite overpowering at times. I also think that more reasonably
priced benefits packages are needed for graduate students with families.
I think if you are the instructor of record you should be compensate more than your
'typical' TA. I have been both, and you can't compare them in the amount of work. Of
course it is better for my CV to be the instructor of record and to also teach graduatelevel courses, but it is ridiculous that I am compensated the same as a TA who sits in a
lecture hall two days a week and then leads discussion on Friday.
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had ta take the TSE to become a TA, and the expense ofthat exam was supposed to be
covered by the department, and it never was.
I was very happy to be a research assistant, and I was lucky that the research I was
involved with is very pertient to my own academic goals. The biggest problem is
healthcare. Prescriptions need to be covered. Raising the compensation would also
help a lot since it is extremely tight living off 12,500 per year.
I would have had a different answer for the satisfactory benefits question if graduate
students' health benefits also included dental insurance.
would have preferred to have some idea about what class i would be teaching in the fall
since it was my first teaching position. mailing a brief overview of the material over the
summer so that i could somewhat familiarize myself with the subject matter would have
helped me a lot. as it was, i learned the material along with my students and that did not
give me the confidence i needed to properly lead my class. i also think that the week
prior to classes that we are in orientations would be better spent going over the class
syllabus, material, and topics with our supervising instructor.
I would like to be supported in my conference attendance, since it is part of my
professional development. Because I have set hours in my RA position, it is rather
difficult to leave and then make up hours later, since that could require my attendance
after exams or on vacations. I would like to have the ability to contribute as a grader to
classes which do not enrich my career rather than as a TA.
I would like to see a reduction in the classes we teach. We are teaching 2-2 and would
like to teach 2-1. I spend more time teaching and preparing for class than my studies. I
think that an increase in pay or more health coverage (vision and dental) for us and our
families would greatly benefit all of TAs at the U of A.
I would really appreciate the opportunity to reduce my teaching workload during the
course of an academic year. In particular, as I understand occurs at many other
universities, I would like to teach 3 courses a year (2 during fall, 1 during spring) and get
paid to teach 4.
I would say that the workload of TAs is not equal, however everyone is getting the
same compensation. Thus proctoring and grading workload depends on professor you
were assigned for - some of them have multiple choice exams and grading is not
applicable and some of them have essay type exams and problem solving which is a
huge workload considering that it is necessary to prepare for my own classes and
exams. lt is important especially during middle and end of the semester because it
iterferes with my own exams and academic activities. Thus in Fall 2006 t had to grade
final exams despite I had final exam by myself the next day.
I'd like dental insurance
In education we get paid less than other collegues such as sciences. In contrast to the
science departements most of the times the research projects are not our own or are
unrelated to our dissertation work. We should get more economical support from GPSC
and advocate for same wage for ALL TAs and RAS.
In essence, we are cheap laborers who enjoy their work and thus (voluntarily) spend
exorbitant amounts of time on it, which is not reflected in the pay we get and negatively
affects our intellectual pursuits (be they research-related or our ability to finish in time, let
alone have a life outside the UofA) and, occasionally, our health.
In fall 2006, I had an additional job around the department, to make extra money. It was
not an RA position, just a job as office assistant to a professor in my department. I also
take side-jobs babysitting. lt's only with the extra money I bring in that I can meet my
(relatively moderate) expenses.
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should roughly balance over the year. If more hours work are required, they should, in
fairness, be paid for. Through summer 2006 J averaged 55 hours a week for my GA
and was paid for 20 hours a week. The work is good and there is a need for ¡t; it is
simply not the right way to treat employees. Employees should not be required to sign
forms each fortnight stating that they worked a fixed number of hours, no matter how
many hours they actually worked. This is standard practice in my department. My
advisortells me he queried this when he moved to UA, and I questioned it also. The
bureaucracy is unmoving on this and requires us to sign a he. UA is a great place to
study. I have a great advisor and interesting work. lt doesn't excuse taking advantage of
student employees.
Many GATs are also working within their departments as Graders for other professors,
receiving supplementary compensation pay, but this sort of grading work takes up a
good deal oftime, which I feel needs to be recognized and acknow'edged.
Married graduate students, including those with children, make a significant contribution
to the university. Please improve the salary and health benefits for married graduate
students.
More educational scholarship opportunities available through the university (not related
to research grants)
More specific recommendations in TA Training (what gradng software to use, is it free,
etc.) rather than very general and unentertaining mandatory TA training.
Most TAs do much a better and more complete job as instructors than the professors
that might be teaching other sections of the same course, and we get paid barely
enough to survive. I think our job should be much more appreciated by the departments
we work for.
My advisor for the RAship was not the same person as my dissertation advisor, so some
of these questions were confusing.
My assistantship has for the most part been very beneficial and I am grateful for the
experience.
My biggest objections to how TA/RA positions are handled is that we are considered and
paid as 0.5 FTE employees when I work far more than 20 hours a week, often working,
more than 40 hours per week. This inequity is even more drastic when you are working
as a TA and also doing research in a lab, because the TA position could easily fill up the
0.5 FTE, but in order to graduate, in something close to a reasonable time frame, you
HAVE to keep doing your research. Given my very small understanding of labor laws, I
find this policy of paying GAs as half-time employees and expecting them to work far
beyond that, reprehensible, if not illegal.
My bi-weekly salary is $256.94 after tax, which comes to $513.88 per month, my
monthly rent alone is $475. Which leaves me $9.72 per week for food/phone and
electricity. As an international student with significant visa limitations on finding work
outside the university, this makes life very difficult. I pride myself on being a committed,
conscientious teacher, who cares about the responsiblity of imparting knowledge. It
would be nice if this was recognised financially. Thanks for organising this survey.
Regards
My experience as an RA is that it also depends on the employee how much work and
time is spend on the project. I think it would be profitable for both sides if the thesis /
dissertation work could be adapted closer to the present research project.
My funded project was canceled in mid-June and my adviser left the university
(unrelated). Unfortunately, my choice of adviser made me persona non grata with the
department head and I haven't been funded since then.
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PLease expand the course otyour survey. My fall 06 RA experience was my best yet as
a GA. TA-ing for three semesters before that would have made my answers cmpletely
different. I worked more than my designated 10 hours a week, and was paid much less
than my counterparts in other departments. Please address the issue ofthe nonuniformity of GA wages across schools an departments.
Political Science grad students are responsible for a huge number of undergraduates
and receive some of the lowest salaries at the University. Workloads are huge and
compensation is minimal, making it that much more difficult to complete our own work.
Primarily, the money we receive is not enough to live off of, but making it prohibitively
expensive for outside firms to hire students on a contract basis is possibly even more
detrimental. Of course, that's probably more a problem with the university charging
excess fees in supplimental compensation. My department has very few GAs available
forthe 176 graduate students it has and this is a severe problem. lt's also hard because
we financially need more 0.5 rr positions to better support students but unless part of
that position is directly related to them accomplishing career related research, it takes far
too much time from studies.
Salary is extremely low (roughly $1 5.00/hour for a phd candidate) to be the sole
instructors of graduate and undergraduate level courses. Basically I feel like TAs are
used as cheap instructors because the COE either doesn't want to, or financial cannot,
put into place faculty or adjuncts and pay their salaries. What does this policy indicate to
students and to accredidation organizations about the UAs programs? Oh wait, our dept.
had several units not reaccredidated, maybe this is why?
Sometimes professors think the TA can be asked to help him as an assitant which can
get very difficult for a graduate student working for salary.
TA-ing for two upper division classed, as I did in the fall 2006 is too much work. lt
somewhat interfered with my academic progress.
Teaching I course took me approx. 15-20 hours a week. Teaching 2 courses takes me
well over 20 hours a week. In order to do a good job, it's necessary for many of us who
are not experienced teachers to work for more hours than we are hired for. I don't
believe that we are fairly compensated for our work (the salary is not competitive; I didn't
even receive a full tution waiver; and because we earn so little and don't have
prescription coverage, I'm relying on pharmaceutical programs for the poor in order to
obtain medications that I need).
Teaching a class...having a full time class load your self and then teaching 10-15
individual voice lessons and participating in things like OPERA if thats what you want to
do with your life....is WAY too much....especially if you want to pull down a 3.7 or
The music Dept really needs to re think their compensation means.. .and
above
attitude towards us....the vice president of the music dept...is not helpful in any
way...treats you like a little peon, and i thought that as a colleague teaching with...that a
little more respect would be given..
Teaching freshman comp is a very time-consuming process, and most freshman
(outside the honors sections) are woefully underprepared for college-level writing. To
bring them up to level takes MUCH more time than we have have to spare, and certainly
much more time than we are paid for. I just realized I forgot to include conferences in
my time estimates.
Teaching in the art department as an instructor of record is one of the things that
attracted me to come to the U of A. lt is actual teaching/classroom experience that you
can use on your CV. I have heard recently that the school of art will be cutting these
positions drastically.., as a exiting graduate I fear this will hurt the school of art severely
on the quality of teaching and the attractiveness of the school to incoming grads.
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workload exceeds 10 hours on paper, but in actua'ity it is more than double that amount.
i get paid $600 per month after taxes. I know for a fact that other majors in the
department are getting paid twice the amount I am, and are doing Jess than half the
work. I am a performance major. This requires at least 30 hours of practice per week. Do
you want me to work outside my field just to make ends meet? Do you even want me to
develop as a musician? Why arent you paying me the amount I work for every week? I
not even going to mention what I know about the pharmacology department and what
they are getting.
The financial package I receive as a graduate research associate has really been
insufficient to support myself and my wife. My wife was uninsured all of last year
because it was perfectly impossible to afford the spouse insurance. I was married in the
same semester I because a research associate; while I was a research assistant, with
the correspondingly lower salary, it was impossible to get married.
The health care coverage for graduate students is not adequate. Dental coverage,
prescription benefits and the additional cost of out-of-network doctors visits need to be
greatly improved. lt would be nice to have an actual dental plan and have the choice to
see medical doctors outside of the Campus Health Center without having to waist time
and money going through the referral process ofthe campus health system.
The mindset still seems to exist within the faculty that because they were exploited in
graduate school that ¡t s okay to perpetuate that cycle. I think that until that changes
TA's will still be working way beyond their contractual hour obligations.
The most important thing that is missing is Health Insurance at reasonably low prices for
dependents.
The pay is fair, but you can't live on it. If I didn't have a husband, I would be in serious
trouble!!
The policy of the Graduate school of not allowing stepping down of from Grad Research
Assoc. to Grad Research Asst for graduate students is detrimental to student's financial
remuneration at time. The level of funding a supervisor can provide fluctuates during the
time a PhD or even a Master student spends on campus. Hence the outcome of this
policy is that once the student is upgraded to Grad Research Assoc level and say the
supervisor has a financial crunch in the following semester and is only able to pay at
Grad Research Assistant level which leads to a reduction in FTE say from 0.5 to 0.33.
The student not only take the financial hit from fewer dollars but also have to pay
additional in-state tution/registration as a result of <0.5FTE. In my view, this is unjust and
this situation should be remedied by the Graduate College at once. In my personal
experience, the Graduate College was totally unresponsive to my request to fix this
problem for Graduate Students. I am hope that the GPSC will take it up this issue with
the Graduate College and find a suitable solution that benefits the Graduate Student
community. Thanks.
The question on your survey with regard to percentage of time spent doing a particular
activity is completely confusing. Did you mean per week, how many hours per week?
Did you mean overall percentage for the semester? I don't know how well I understood
the question, so I am also unsure if the data I provided you is accurate. For validity
purposes, that question needs to be clarified.
The questions on the survey assume you worked for your advisor or another person in
your department doing something that might be related to your research. Because of
budget cuts, I worked a .25 FTE job clasified as clerical in the Psychology Dept,
although I worked on research projects that used some of my anthropology skills
(without being paid as a research associate, which would have entailed benefits). My
.25 FTE TA job provided benefits such as student health insurance. Overall, Fall 2006
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This semester my apptied music instructor is on sabafical. ¡ was hired last minute (on the
first day of classes!) to teach most ofthe load, however, i am being paid as a GIA. I am
not assisting in any way, I am teaching. I am completely responsible for my duties and I
feel I have been taken advantage of by my department. In addition, the last minute hiring
gave me no time to prepare for classes so that my first few weeks was extremely busy
putting together syllabi and such.
This survey does not provide a place for those students who have GAs outside of
academic units. For example, there are many GA positions in student affairs.
To contribute to family expenses, namely childcare, I worked .75 FTE. Alternatively, my
child would not have received adequate care. Some type of childcare for GTA would
alleviate this difficulty. Additionally, my research must be carried out to advance in my
program. Consequently, my research has dramatically suffered during my TA.
Too much work for sincerely too little pay. Making under $800 a month is a crime
especially for the amount ofwork we must put in as grad students and GATs.
We are overworked and underpaid! Spanish and Portuguese GATs (and probably
others) are the sweatshop of the university! We put so many students through the
system with the highest level of education possible and have little to show for it.
we need a better health care program, one that include dental coverage, we need a
reduction in the classes that we teach (3 classes per acadaemic year maximum)
We need better healthcare benefits for ourselves and family!
As a single mother,
fulltime grad student, and GAT J struggle to provide childcare for my daughter. We need
some sort of on-campus childcare, or compensation for the money we spend to work
here??
We need better healthcare coverage!!! And 100% tuition remission!
We need better student health and higher wages.

WENEEDDENTAL!
We need to have more regulation in the time we spend in the laboratory
we pay too much time on the teacing which definitely affect our concentration on our
study. We are graduate students, not just 'TA'. we should be treated better than that.
When are we going to get a raise, dental, vision, and drug coverage?
When in the position of sole instructor, additional compensation and full tuition waivers
should occur to account for time for syllabus development, curriculum development,
extra preparation time required, outside of class committments, all coursework
development, textbook selection, assignment and exam development, and lesson
planning. Sole instructors should get as much as any other professor doing the same
duties. After tuition was taken out of my paychecks, I received less than $90 every two
weeks in my paycheck for doing the duties of a professor. This is not enough to live on
and support my family. If the U of A wants to recruit and hire QUALITY graduate
instructors that are desparately needed to fill faculty holes, the compensation should
reflect that. Undergraduates rely on the expertise and teaching level of their graduate
instructors; it is not fair to their education to hire less-than-adequate TAs. In order to get
the best and brightest, salary should at least be comparable to other similar jobs. I came
from teaching in public schools (joked about for their low salaries) and took a major pay
cut to teach at the U of A. This seems backwards to me, as I greatly value teaching and
academia. I merely wish that I was properly compensated for my dedication, expertise,
and duties as an instructor.
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Executive Summary:
GIPSC Workload Study of Graduate Assistants / Associates
Administered in Spring 2007

L Introduction

The aim of the Graduate and Professional Student Council is to represent the collective concerns
of graduate and professional students at the University of Arizona. Along with health care, the
issues of salary and workload rank among the greatest concerns of graduate and professional
students. In order to remain competitive with our peer institutions and with other research one
universities across the nation, it is vital that graduate and professional students who work as
teaching or research assistants / associates are adequately compensated for the work that they
perform as employees for the U of A. Furthermore, when performing contractual duties for their
departments and / or for the university, RAs and TAs must be treated fairly and in compliance
with state and federal employment laws.

II: Background
In the spring of 2007 a general survey was drafted and administered to U of A graduate and

professional students to assess the relationship between workload and compensation for hours
and work performed. A similar survey was drafted and administered to RAs and TAs in the
spring of 2000. The results of the spring 2000 workload survey led to some changes in workload
policy including a workload reduction for TAs in the Department of English. However, it is
unclear whether or not all of the recommendations made in Taskforce Report from 2000 were
implemented. This executive summary contains the results, analysis, and recommendations of
the TAIRA workload and compensation survey from the spring of 2007.
The writing of the spring 2007 survey was led by Randi Tanglen and members' of the 2006-2007
Academic and Employment Affairs Committee which is an internal committee of the GPSC.2

The survey was specifically designed to address the issue of TA I RA workloads and
compensation. The ultimate goal was to determine and assess how graduate students feel about
their workload in relation to their level of compensation in order to identify areas where graduate
and professional students would most like to see changes. Above all, this survey is an initial
starting point that will ultimately lead to future studies and research projects that will help the
GPSC measure and monitor salaries, compensation, and working conditions.

ifi. Data Collection / Administration of the 2007 Survey / Demographics
In order to ensure the quality and integrity of the survey, the committee teamed up with Chris
Baker who currently works as a marketing research and strategy consultant for a locally based
company called Marketing Intelligence. Baker received his MBA from Eller College in 1999.
With the help of GPSC representatives and the electronic network of list serves through which
GPSC routinely sends out messages, the survey was distributed campus wide. A total of 736
students responded to this survey from 15 different colleges of the university.3 The number of

The other members of the committee were Sarah Mosher, Paul Thom, Elaine Ulrich, Boris Glebov, Laura
Gronewold, and Sandy Marshall.
2
The 2000 survey was put together by a TA Taskforce which included two faculty members, oneadministrator, and
six graduate students (four of which were TAs). The Taskforce was initiated in response to a memorandum from the
Dean of the Graduate College to the GPSC.
For details please refer to Appendix E.
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total respondents represents 25% of the RA / TA population.4 Students were asked to consider
the fall of 2006 when answering the questions.
After some initial demographic questions, the survey consisted of 8 general questions to be
answered by all participants, followed by 14 questions for teaching assistants, and 12 questions
for research assistants. Since the roles and the work environment of RAs and TAs vary greatly,

members of each group were asked to respond to questions tailored specifically to their
employment duties. The survey was structured in a manner that allowed for the collection of
both quantitative and qualitative data. Likerd scales were used to gather quantitative data while
there was also space provided at the end of the survey for written comments5 so that respondents
could explain their answers in detail.

Iv. Summary of Findings
While a variety of results and concerns were expressed, the survey participants expressed
dissatisfaction with and deficiencies in six main areas related to their work at the University of
Arizona:

TAs Working *significantly* more hours than indicated in the contract

39.9% of all TA respondents devoted more than 20 hours a week to teaching-related
62% of the TA respondents in the College of Humanities reported working
more than 20 hours a week while just over 50% of the TAs in the College of Science reported
more than 20 hours a week. It is important to note that these hours represent the amount of time
devoted to teaching related duties and not to the student's own area of research for his / her
responsibilities.

degree.

A lack of mentoring and training for TAs and RAs

39.7% of participants responded that they had not been given a copy of The Graduate
Assistantshi and Associateship Hiring Manual. 2 1.2% were not sure if they had been given a
copy of the manual. Similarly, 40.3% indicated that they did not know and understand the
employment guidelines in the hiring manual while 18.8% indicated that they were not sure if
they understood the guidelines. When TAs were asked if they had been properly trained by the
department to teach their courses 20.8% responded that they had not been adequately trained.
18.7% of RAs indicated that they did not receive sufficient work guidance from their advisor
while 19.9% did not believe that they had received sufficient academic guidance from their
advisor.

TAs asked to perform duties not specified in their contract
20.3% of TAs reported that they were asked to perform duties outside of their contract. 35% of
TAs reported that they were paid solely as a TA despite doing research in a lab.
Difficulty supporting themselves (and their dependents) financially with TA / RA salary
50% of respondents indicated that they could not maintain a reasonable livelihood with their
compensation from the U of A. Furthermore, 53.4% responded that they could not cover their

healthcare needs, while 86.1% said they could not cover the healthcare needs of their
dependents.

TA and RA duties negatively impacting progress towards degree
4 1.4% of students indicated that their TA / RA responsibilities were negatively affecting their
ability to make progress towards their degree. Students employed by Humanities, Science,
Social and Behavioral Sciences, and Business and Public Administration were more likely to
agree with this statement.
The U of A Fact Book for Fall of 2006 listed 7,105 students as "Graduate Students" while 2,946 of these students
were classified as a TA or RA.
We received a total of 17 single-spaced pages of written comments from survey participants
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6. Salary not appropriate for work performed:
45.6% of students responded that their salary was not commensurate with work performed.
Students employed in the Humanities, Fine Arts, and Business and Public Administration were
more likely to hold this opinion. Thus, they are not always being adequately compensated for
the time spent performing duties or for the skill level and responsibility involved.

Positive Trends
40.3% of all survey respondents indicated that they were able to maintain a reasonable level of
livelihood with the compensation that they received as a TA I RA at the U of A. 45.9% agreed
that the compensation that they received was commensurate with the work that they perform.

43.1% of all respondents did not feel that their TA / RA duties negatively impacted their
progress toward their degree.

Recommendations
Based on the quantitative data and the written comments collected from the workload survey, the
following changes in policy could significantly improve working conditions for research and
teaching assistants at the University of Arizona.
Investigate the workloads of TAs in the College of Humanities to determine why 62% of the
respondents reported working more than twenty hours a week. A survey specifically designed to
gather this information could reveal why so many TAs in this college are working beyond their
contract.

GPSC should continue to administer surveys that target the needs and concerns of graduate
students on a regular basis. The GPSC will also continue to report the results of these surveys to
the Graduate College.
Graduate students, the GPSC and the Graduate College need to work together to ensure that
TAs I RAs are aware of their rights and duties.
All graduate student employees should be provided with a copy of The Graduate Assistants/np

and Associateship Hiring Manual--perhaps this could take place when they sign their
employment contract.
20.3% of TAs who responded to this survey indicated that they were asked to perform duties

outside of their work contract. Further research should be conducted to find out what specific
types of duties these respondents were asked to perform and in what colleges I departments this
is taking place.

For the TAs and RAs who indicated that they were not receiving adequate work, teaching,
and academic guidance, more research needs to be conducted to find out what specific needs are
not being met and in what colleges / departments.
TAs who are identified as the instructor of record should receive more compensation and / or
recognition than those who merely assist a professor with his / her course.
The GPSC should collect specific data about the vast differences in TA / RA salaries across
campus.

VI. Conclusion
Graduate school is a unique period in a student's life that is best characterized as a time of career
advancement as well as professional, intellectual and personal growth. Graduate students, the
GPSC, and the U of A administration need to work together to ensure that graduate students are
appropriately compensated for their RA / TA duties. In addition to addressing the collective
needs and concerns our graduate student body, modifications to our current system will help our
institution continue to define itself as a competitive leader among research one institutions.
3

Appendix A: General Description of Survey Questions6

Questions for all respondents: The general questions asked participants to evaluate their
salary in relation to the number of hours they were required to perform each week. Participants
were asked if they were able to maintain a reasonable level of livelihood and if they were able to
cover their healthcare needs as well as those of dependents. One question asked if RA/TA duties
negatively impacted progress towards their degree. Other questions asked about guidelines and

responsibilities and whether or not the participant had received a copy of The Graduate
Assistants/np and Associateship Hiring Manual.
Questions for Teaching Assistants: TAs were asked if they were assisting a professor with
a course or if they were the instructor of record. They were also asked how many sections and
students they were responsible for during the semester. They were asked to indicate how many
hours per week they spent on duties related to their position as a TA. Finally, TAs were asked if
they received adequate mentoring and training from the department or from a supervisor prior to
assuming the duties in question.

Questions for Research Associates: RAs were asked to indicate how many hours a week
they worked and whether or not this corresponded to their signed contract. Other questions
asked if the RA had regular meetings with his/her advisor and if they had received sufficient
work and academic guidance from their advisor. They were also asked to indicate if their
supervisor was a grad student, a post-doc, or a faculty member.

Appendix B: Sample of Written Comments
During the summer I asked for a copy of the textbook for the upper division course I was
likely going to be teaching. I was given a text that I used to begin to plan. The day
before classes started, I was told that the department changed the text. . none of us had
ever seen it before and could not get a copy of the book until about 4PM the day before
classes started. We were not given any additional information to help with the situation.
I had to re-create the syllabus and try to figure out what to tell my students--all the night
before classes began.
I was the only T.A. for a 300 level course with approximately 150 students. There were
no discussion sections and I was in charge of maintaining all records for the course.
I feel strongly that the workload for a graduate student, working on research and
simultaneously being a TA is a lot for the compensation. I found myself working 60
hours or more a week and only being paid for 20.
I feel that I spend significantly more time and energy on the teaching, preparing to teach,
and grading essays than on my own graduate work.
I feel that the inadequate training, large class sizes, and heavy loads on GAs is harmful to
undergraduate education. I would very much like to assign writing/essay assignments, for
example, especially term papers, but I can't conceive of grading 60 student term papers in
a fair and thoughtful way given my work load.
I have been regularly required to work 50-60+ hours a week, which is 20-30 hours over
my signed contract. I have been told on numerous occasions that if I did not work at least
5 0-60 hours a week that I would be kicked out of the graduate program for failing to meet
standards.
.

6

Please refer to the survey for a complete copy of all questions.
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I taught a 150-person lecture class which met 2xlweek for ihr. 15 mins. Each time as the
primary instructor, for 0.25 FTE, which was completely ridiculous and should not have
been allowed.
s J think ifyou are the instructor ofrecord you should be compensated more than your
'typical' TA. I have been both, and you can't compare them in the amount ofwork. It is
ridiculous that I am compensated the same as a TA who sits in a lecture hail two days a
week and then leads discussion on Friday.
. I was going to write my concern here but I fear repercussion. I just want to graduate.
. I was 'tricked' into teaching last fall, as I was told it was a requirement towards my
degree, when in reality, I found out later, it wasn't. When approached to TA this course, I
was told I was going to be a discussion leader a few times during the semester and only
had to grade homework and papers. As it happened, I had to do all the lectures and
grading for my section.
I would like to see a reduction in the classes we teach. We are teaching 2-2 and would
like to teach 2-1. I spend more time teaching and preparing for class than on my studies.
I would say that the workload of TAs is not equal, however, everyone is getting the same
compensation.
The salary should be equal across the campus.
Increasingly TAs are doing the work of adjuncts or first year professors, yet they are paid
only as students. Also, graders are often asked to do the work of a TA, but receive
meager compensation.
Budget cuts may, in the future, affect the ability of my department to fund as many TAs,
at the same level of compensation, as it does now.
There should not be a culture of expecting GAs to regularly do work for which they are
not paid.
My biggest objection to how TA/RA positions are handled is that we are considered and
paid as 0.50 FTE employees when I work far more than 20 hours a week, often working
more than 40 hours per week.
The 2 most urgent changes we need are: to reduce our workload and increase our health
benefits to include prescription drugs coverage.
Teaching i course took me approx. 15-20 hours a week. Teaching 2 courses takes me
well over 20 hours a week.
The differing levels of compensation in different colleges is unjust. As well, students
who are primary instructors ought to be making adjunct pay.
This has negatively effected my ability to complete my own scholarly work. I considered
applying to a Ph.D. program here at the UA, but changed my mind primarily due to the
heavy TA workload.
We are overworked and underpaid! Spanish and Portuguese GATs are the sweatshop of
the university! We put so many students through the system with the highest level of
education possible and have little to show for it.
When in the position of sole instructor, additional compensation and full tuition waivers
should occur to account for time for syllabus development, curriculum development,
extra preparation time required, outside of class commitments, all coursework
development, textbook selection, assignment and exam development, and lesson
planning.
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Appendix C: Other Trends Reveakd by the Study
Students are aware of the inequalities across campus in pay and workload and they have
very strong feelings about this. For example, students in the College of Humanities are
aware of the fact that RAs I TAs in Optical Sciences receive significantly larger salaries
for the same number ofhours performed.

Healthcare is another issue that was expressed many times throughout the survey,
indicating that students view healthcare as compensation and an employment benefit.
Teaching assistants are increasingly being asked to assume the duties of professors but
they are not being compensated appropriately for the level of responsibility and the work
performed.
RAs and TAs did not seem to mind working twenty hours a week for their stipend when
they felt that they were being compensated appropriately. Those who were putting in

twenty hours a week or less were more likely to express satisfaction with their
compensation.
In regards to teaching-related activities there are four different roles being performed by
graduate students, each has a significantly different level of responsibility and skill level
involved. 1. Grader:7 The graduate student grades for a professor and receives $750.00
for the semester. 2. TA for a professor: he I she performs functions such as grading,
leading discussion groups, and attending lectures. 3. TA who is the primary instructor
for a course but the department has designed the course, syllabus and selected text books.

4. TA who is the instructor of record and responsible for designing the entire course
content, all planning, the writing of the syllabus, and determining materials and books.
Students expressed an overwhelming awareness that these four main levels of
responsibility exist. Furthermore, they expressed the fact that TAs fulfilling duties
described in 2, 3, and 4 are paid the same stipend despite the great difference in time,
responsibility, and required skill level. Furthermore, respondents indicated that graders
(role 1) are often asked to fulfill the functions of role 2 but are paid only as graders rather
than as a TA.
The Department of Spanish and Portuguese was specifically mentioned several times in

the written comments of this survey. The most common complaints were heavy
workloads and a lack of teaching-related mentoring.

Respondents expressed the fact that they are not able to devote as much time as they
would like to teaching and to being a "good teacher" because of all of the roles that they
are juggling on campus. Many of the written comments expressed disappointment with
the fact that the education of undergraduate students is suffering because of this.
Similarly, they expressed that their own research and progress towards their degree were
suffering because of the incredible amount of hours devoted to teaching and RA duties.
It appears that at least some TAs are not getting paid enough for work performed before
the start of classes during the fall semester because they are working * more than* twenty
hours in order to prepare for the beginning of the semester.

While working as a grader (for the salary of $750.00 per semester) does not qualify as a TA or RA position, it is
important to keep in mind that grading posilions are often, but not always, performed by graduate students who
already work as TAs / RAs so that they can earn extra income.
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Appendix D: Recommendations From 2000 Study

College of Humanities Teaching Assistants should receive a reduction of workload
responsibilities beginning in the fall of 2000.

The University should make the provision of in-state tuition waivers to all Graduate
Teaching Assistants one of its top budgetary priorities for fiscal year 2000-2001.

A further analysis of Teaching Assistant conditions in departments of Chemistry and
Management and Policy should be conducted to better understand whether workload
responsibilities are interfering with the ability of students to pursue their academic
responsibilities.
Studies on Teaching Assistants salaries, benefits, and workload comparing The University

of Arizona with peer institutions should be conducted by Decision and Planning Support
(DAPS) as is done for faculty. TA working conditions should be reviewed and adjusted on
the basis of these studies on an annual basis.
5 The University should explore ways of providing less expensive student health insurance
coverage for TA dependents.

Appendix E: Demographics
College - Employed

Valid

Agriculture/Life Sciences
Architecture/Landscape
Architecture
Business/Public
Administration
Education
Fine Arts
Humanities
Law
Medicine
Optical Sciences
Pharmacy
Public Health
Science
Social/Behavioral
Sciences
Engineering
Interdisciplinary
Programs
Total

Missing
Total

17

Cumulative
Percent

Valid Percent

56

Percent
7.6

7.8

7.8

6

8

8

86

37

5.0

5.2

13.8

18

33

2.4
4.5

2.5
4.6

16.3
20.9

141

19.2

19.7

40.6

1

.1

.1

40.7

24

3.3

3.3

44.1

30

4.1

4.2

5

.7

.7

Frequency

9

1.2

1.3

138

18.8

19.2

48.3
49.0
50.2
69.5

125

17.0

17.4

86.9

63

8.6

8.8

95.7

31

4.2

4.3

100.0

717

100.0

19

97.4
2.6

736

100.0

*'fl,j report was prepared by Sarah Mosher, GPSC Director of Research and Policy 2007-2008.
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Faculty Senate Meeting Schedule

THE UN!vER$nY OF A.R1zoNA,
TUCSON MZONA

FACULTY SENATE

FACULTY SENATE
Meeting Schedule 2007-2008
All meetings are scheduled for 3:00-5:00 p.m.
Locations will vary throughout this Academic Year.
Monday September 10, 2007 Law 140
Monday October 1, 2007 Law 140
Monday November 5, 2007 Law 140
Monday December 3, 2007 AHSC Room 8403
Monday January 28, 2008 Location TBA
Monday February 4, 2008 Location TBA
Monday March a, 2008 Location TBA
Monday April 7, 2008 Location TBA
Monday May 5, 2008 Location TBA
FALL: First Day of Classes, Monday, August 20, 2007
SPRING: First day of Classes: Wednesday, January 16, 2008
MLK Day: Monday, January 21, 2008
*Spring Break March 15-23, 2008

BACK
This site maintained by The University of Arizona Faculty Center
1400 E. Mabel Street PO Box 210473
Tucson, AZ 85721-0473
VOICE 520-621-1342 FAX 520-621-8844
facsen@u.arizona.edu
last updated 08/17/07

http://fp.ariedu/senate/fs_meets.htm

9/4/2007

THE UNWERSITY OF AR1ZONA

FACULTY SENATE ROSTER
2007-08
NAME

FACULTY SENATE STATUS

TITLE AND DEPARTMENT

Aleamoni, Lawrence

Senator-at-Large (2009)

Department Head, SERSP

Bergsma, Lynda

Senator-at-Large (2009)

Assist Professor, Public Health

Bruce, Tommy

ASUA Rep (2008)

ASUA President

Burd, Gail D.

Senator-at-Large (2009)

Professor, Molecular/Cellular Bio

Christenson, James A.

Senator-at-Large (2009)

Assoc Dean, CALS

Conway, William E.

Senator-at-Large (2009)

Assoc Professor, Mathematics

Cromwell, Sandra Lynn

College Rep NUR (2008)

Assoc Professor, Nursing

Cuello, Joel

College Rep CALS (2008)

Assoc Professor, Agric/Biosys Engr

Cusanovich, Michael

Senator-at-Large (2009)

Professor, BiochemlMolec BioPhysics

Dahigran, Roger A.

College Rep CALS (2008v

Assoc Professor, Agric/Resource Economics

Davis, Donald R.

College Rep ENGR (2008)

Professor, Hydrology/Water Resources

Davis, Owen K.

College Rep COS (2008)

Professor, Geosciences

DeSorda, Danielle

ASUA Rep (2008)

ASUA

Effken, Judith A.

Senator-at-Large (2009)

Assoc Professor, Nursing

ASUA Rep (2008)

ASUA

Estrada, Antonio L.

Senator-at-Large (2009)

Director, Mex-American Studies

Foley, Peter W.

Senator-at-Large (2009)

Assoc Professor, Classics

Garcia, Juan

Ex-officio: Vice Presidents' Rep

Vice Provost for Academic Affairs

Green, Sylvan

Senator-at-Large (2009)

Professor, Public Health

Gruener, Raphael

Senator-at-Large (2009)

Professor, Physiology

Hildebrand, John G.

Senator-at-Large (2009)

Professor, Neurobiology

Howell, Wanda H.

Chair of the Faculty (2009)

Professor, Nutritional Sciences

Jenkins, Jennifer L.

Secretary of the Faculty (2008)

Assoc Professor, Media Arts

Joens, Lynn A.

College Rep CALS (2008)

Professor, Vet Sci/Microbiology

Jones, Douglas E.

Senator-at-Large (2009)

Librarian, Science-Engr Library

Knutson, Jacob

GPSC Rep (2008)

Graduate Student

McKee, Cecile

College Rep SBS (2008)

Professor, Linguistics

Mitchell, Robert P.

Vice Chair of the Faculty (2008)

Interim Associate Dean, University Library

Mitchneck, Beth

College Rep SBS (2008)

Assoc Dean, Social/Behavioral Sci

Mosher, Sarah

GPSC Rep (2008)

Graduate Student

College Rep COH (2008)

Assoc Professor, English

ngel, Jon

.)untford, Roxanne

i

NAME

FACULTY SENATE STATUS

TITLE AND DEPARTMENT

Mutchier, J.C.

Senator-at-Large (2009)

Assoc Professor, History-UAS

Neish, Catherine

GPSC Rep (2008)

GPSC President

Nolan, Paul E.

College Rep PHARM (2008)

Professor, Pharmacy Practice

Pavao-Zuckerman, Bamet

College Rep NON (2008)

Assist Curator, Zooarchaology-ASM

Pmtozzi, Chestalene

College Rep NON (2008)

Assoc Librarian, Science-Engr Library

Ranger-Moore, James

College Rep COPH (2008)

Assoc Professor, Epidem & Biostatistics

Ruiz, Joaquin

Ex-Officio: Deans' Rep (2009)

Dean, College of Science

Sander, Eugene

Ex-Officio: Provost

Provost

San Martin, Ignacio

College Rep CALA (2008)

Professor, Architecture

Sand, Dror

College Rep OPT SCI (2008)

Professor, Optical Sciences

Schlager, Edella

College Rep ELLER (2008)

Assoc Professor, Public AdminlPolicy

Shelton, Robert N.

Ex-Officio: President

President

Silverman, Andrew

College Rep LAW (2008)

Clinical Professor, Law

Slugocki, Michael

ASUA Rep (2008)

ASUA

Smith, S. Mae

College Rep COE (2008)

Assoc Professor, Sp Ed, Rehab, School Psy

Songer, J. Glenn

Senator-at-Large (2009)

Professor, Vet Sci/Microbiology

Spece, Roy G., Jr.

Senator-at-Large (2009)

Professor, Law

St. John, Paul

College Rep COM (2008)

Assoc Professor, Cell Biology/Anatomy

Sterling, Charles R.

College Rep CALS (2008)

Professor, Vet Sci/Microbiology

Strittmatter, Peter

Senator-at-Large (2009)

Professor, Astronomy

Ulreich, John C.

College Rep COH (2008)

Professor, English

Weinand, Martin E.

College Rep COM (2008)

Professor, Surgery

Willerton, John P.

College Rep SBS (2008)

Assoc Professor, Political Science

Witte, Marlys H.

Senator-at-Large (2009)

Professor, Surgery

Total: 55/63

To be replaced

i College of Fine Arts College Representative Senator
i College of Medicine College Representative Senator

Not elected in 2006:

i College of Engineering college representative
3 College of Science college representatives

Not elected in 2007:

2 Senators-at-Large

2

RLIAMENTARIAN
Sankey, Dr. Robert

Assoc Professor Emeritus

RECOGNIZED OBSERVERS
APPOINTED PROFESSIONALS ADVISORY COUNCIL (APAC)
Francis C. Sherlock

Manager, TV Production & Operations

Gregory W. L. Hodgins

Assist Research Scientist, Physics/Assistant Professor, Anthropology/Physics

STAFF ADVISORY COUNCIL (SAC)
Eva Gonzales

Office Supervisor, Physics

UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA RETIREES ASSOCIATION (UARA)
Cornelius Steelink

Professor Emeritus, Chemistry

UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA SOUTH (UAS)
Etta Kralovec

UAS

UMNI ASSOCIATION
To be named

Alumni Assoc
Iistserv address:

facuItysenateIistserv.arizona.edu

winword\sencalls\2007-08\roster 2007-08doc
8/20107 pb
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THE UNIVERSITY OF

ARIZONA®
TUCSON ARIZONA
P.O. Box 210055
510 East University
Tucson, AZ 8572 -0055
FAX: (520) 621-9733

Office of the Dean
University Libraries

and Center for Creative Photography
Main Library A349
(520) 621-2101

http://www.library.arlzona.edu

MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:
SUBJECT:
DATE:

Campus Community
UA Libraries
Pima County Public Library at the UA Main Library
August 15, 2007

The University of Arizona Libraries offer students, staff, and faculty more than just access to our collection of
over 5 million books - we also provide electronic document delivery, presentation practice rooms, group study
rooms, and helpful research and reference assistance in person, by phone, or by live chat or email. These
services, and many more that we offer, support the academic needs of our campus. Campus life, however, is
more than academics - and that's where the Pima County Public Library steps in.
Did you know that a free Pima County Public Library card is your ticket to accessing countless online services
that augment services offered by the UA Libraries? With your free PCPL library card you can access:
Test Prep software
(GRE, TOEFL, Nursing, Real Estate Exam just to name a few)
Language Learning Software
(Rosetta Stone and Auralog for English, French, German, Greek, Italian, Russian and Spanish)
Tutor.com
(online tutorial help in math, English, chemistry and various social sciences areas from K-14)
E-book downloads
(including classics, contemporary fiction, nonfiction and selections from . . .For Dummies series, and
QuickStudy for Calculus, Chemistry, Accounting, Anatomy, and Psychology)
Video downloads
(including Hollywood hits, foreign flicks, and popular series favorites like "Antiques Roadshow" and
"America's Test Kitchen" among many others)
And much more!
Beginning this fall semester, the UA Libraries and the Pima County Public Library are launching an exciting new
collaboration that will bring PCPL librarians to campus to register students, staff and faculty for free PCPL cards
and to highlight more of the great online and branch services that PCPL offers.
When can you chat with a PCPL librarian and sign up for your free PCPL card?
17th,
1:00 - 3:00 at the UA Main Library
The Amazing Library Race, Friday August
27th
from 12:00 - 4:00 at the UA Main Library
Every Tuesday and Thursday through September
Information Commons
Can't make it to chat with a PCPL librarian? The UA Main Library Information Commons Reference Desk will
keep PCPL card applications on hand. Just drop by, fill it out, and PCPL will mail your card to you within 10
days. All of the great PCPL resources are now within an easy commute across the mall to the UA Main Library.
Any questions? Contact 621-6442 for more information or check out all library services at
http:llwww. librarv.arizona.edu/ or http://www. library. rim a.gov/.

Travel guides from Rick Steves and
Globe Trekker
Hollywood classics

A selection of foreign films

Digital ebooks, audio books and
video, available online for download to
your desktop or laptop. Transfer the audio
books to your MP3 player or the ebooks to
your RDA and make them portable. They're
convenient, free, can't be lost, and check in
automatically. No overdue fines.
Audio downloads include contemporary
fiction, nonfiction, genre fiction and classics.
Some examples are:
Pride and Prejudice
Sideways

Angels & Demons
Language courses ¡n English, Arabic,
Chinese, Farsi

Be a Reader @ Your Library
http://www.library. pima.gov/books/

Your free time ¡s yours! Take advantage of
the library's great reading selection.

Ravenous Readers
Are you always on the lookout for new
books to read? Check out Ravenous
Readers for recommended reads, bestseller
and award winner lists, and an author. Sign
up for email or RSS alerts to keep you up to
date on the latest reads.

Expie re

Nancy Pearl's Picks
Nancy Pearl, renowned ravenous reader
and former librarian, writes and reviews
books and appears regularly on National
Public Radio's Morning Edition. Read her
monthly picks.

Southwest Books of the Year

The Joel D. Valdez Main Library has
designated workstations with assistive
devices such as ZoomText, JAWS,
OpenBook, WYNN Wizard, Dragon
Naturally Speaking and other resrources.

Become Part of the Community @
Your Library

The best of Southwestern literature compiled by a distinguished panel of scholars
and librarians. A new publication each year.

Community Focus

New Titles
Check every month for lists of new titles
purchased over the past month. Genre
fiction, DVD's and music CD's are included.

If you're new to Tucson, discover local
attractions and events and explore the
greatArizona outdoors. Find out how
to live ¡n harmony with our Southwestern

Start @ the Library
Go Anywhere!
Enriching lives and building community
through opportunities to learn, know,-.
interact and grow

http://www.library.pima.gov/community/

environ ment.

Get Connected @ Your Library
Virtual Library @ www.Jibrary.pima.gov
Search the catalog, put materials on reserve, renew online, check your account,
do research and find information. Always
available, all you need is your library card.

Public-use Computers and Internet/WiFi
Access
Free access to computers with internet
access. Bring your own laptop to use the
library's free WiFi. You can also take
computer classes at many library locations.

Assistive Technology Room
http://www.library. pima .gov/services/disability/assistive .cfm

@Your

Community Events & Programs
http://www.library. pima.gov/calendar/
calendar. cfm

Nuestras Raíces, El Dia de los Niños/El Dia
de los Libros, OneBookAZ, Southwest
Literature Project, and the annual Gay,
Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender (GLBT)
author event are just a few of the programs
that celebrate our diverse community.

Library Volunteer Opportunities
http://www.library.pima .gov/community
/volu nteer/

Come be involved in your community. We
welcome seasonal and part-time volunteers.

Libriry

LIBRARY

BibItc« PúbIîc

dd Cndd P.

Get a Card @ Your Library

Databases and Online Collections

Your library card ¡s your ticket to library ser-

http ://www.library. pi ma gov/research/

vices. Use your card to access all of our
online services & research tools, check
out books, DVDs, music CDs, magazines, and more! The best part - it's all

databases!

free!

How to get a card:

i Stop by any of our 24 public library
locations to get your card. Simply show
l.D. at the service desk.
.

Get a database access code to use
all of our online services by filling out the
application at http://librarycatalog.pima.
gov/selfreg. Next time you're in one of
the libraries, you can switch it into a
regular library card by showing l.D.
Stop by the Information Common
Reference Desk to fill out an application
for a card (bring your 1.0.), and the helpful UA staff will send it to us. We'll mail
you your card.

FindAnswers @ Your Library
Ask a Librarian and Infoline (via web or
telephone)http :Ilwww.li brary. pi ma .gov/

contact/ask.cfm, orcall 791-4010.
Ask any question, anytime. Our research
specialists use authoritative sources to
help you find answers to your questions
on any subject. Call during library hours
or fill out the online form anytime.

.

Use your library card to access the
library's extensive collection of online
research databases. We offer free
access to over 80 subscription
databases. A sampling:

A to Z: A complete list of all online journais and magazines the library provides.

Gale Virtual Reference Library: A
online collection of 20 popular reference
titles, including specialty encyclopedias.

ProQuest Newspapers: New York
Times, Christian Science Monitor, Wall
Street Journal, and Washington Post

Info Centers and Info Guides
http:!!www.library. pima .gov!research!

Expertise at your finger tips, when you
need it. Info centers and Info Guides
have databases, web links, and books
on a topic together, making it easier
for you to find the information you're
looking for online. Topics include
business, grants and nonprofit, health,
education, government and law, and
money matters.

Special Collections
@ Joel D. Valdez Main Library
http:!!www.library. pima .gov!research

!collections!

Discover ... Your Library

Find specialized book and online resources for reference use inside the
downtown library. Included are the
Arizona Collection, Business Collection,
Government Documents, Periodicals,
Steinheimer Collection, and the Tucson
Museum ofArt's online index.

library card for free, immediate, help
from qualified tutors in a variety of subjects. Available every day from 3 p.m.
to 10 p.m. Help in Spanish is available
Sunday-Thursday, 3 p.m. to 7 p.m.

Language Learning
Rosetta Stone & Auralog

Succeed in College and Life
@ Your Library
Test Prep
Learning ExpressLibrary
http:!!www.library.pima.gov/research!
data bases!#tests

Take practice tests and improve writing
and reading skills. Get ready for college
and your future career. Includes practice
tests and tips for success on the following exams:
Civil service
Public safety and law enforcement
ASVAB

http :!!www.library. pi ma .gov!research!

databases!#language

Studying a foreign language? Get extra
help in your studies. You'll find language
learning courses in:
English
French
German
Greek
Italian
Russian
Spanish

Go Digital @ Your Library
http :!!www.li brary. pi ma .gov!resea rch!

GRE

digital!

N u rsi ng

Ebook titles include:

TOE FL

U.S. citizenship
Real estate

Online Tutoring
Online Tutoring, Homework Help from
Tutor.com
http:/!www.library. pima .gov!services!
homework!#on line
Online tutors are available to help you
with homework, papers, projects and
last minute studying. Log with your

Freakonomics
Some of the "For Dummies" series
Blink
QuickStudy for Calculus, Chemistry,
Accounting, Anatomy, Psychology

Video downloads include:
Episodes of popular favorites such
as America's Test Kitchen and
Antiques Roadshow

Literature study guides for Shake-

speare "ssics
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MEMORANDUM
DATE:

July 25, 2007

TO:

Robert N. Shelton, President

CC:

Gene Sander, Executive Vice President and Provost
Leslie Tolbert, Vice President for Research

FROM:

Carla Stoffle, Dean of Libraries and the Center for Creative Photography

SUBJECT:

UA Libraries Rank

In answer to your question, among all US libraries our American Library Association (ALA) rank,
by collection size, has been pretty stable over the last five years - 34 in 2002 and 33 from 20032006. We have maintained our rankings because we kept a lid on serials costs by the way we
did serials reductions in 1993-94. The process we followed then allowed us to continue to
support monograph purchases and our recent addition of large electronic sets of books (e.g.
Early English Books Online containing over 100,000 volumes) added to our total.
In terms of the Association of Research Libraries (ARL) traditional rankings we have been
dropping:

36' in 2006
33rd
30th
27th
27th

in 2005
in 2004
in 2003
in 2002

The ARL is developing another measure based on expenditures only. We look a little better in
the new measure than in the traditional. Our rankings on this chart are:
34th
in 2006
30th
in 2005
28th
in 2004
32 in 2003
27th
in 2002
In the end these rankings and the drop in the rankings don't reflect the quality of the library; they
only reflect the university's investment. But over time the lack of investment will inevitably erode
the quality of the library.

THE UNivERsITY OF

ARIZONAT,
TUCSON ARIZONA
PO. Box 210055
1510 East University
Tucson, AZ 85721-0055

Office of the Dean
University Libraries

and Center for Creative Photography
Main Library A349
(520) 621 2101

FAX: (520) 621-9733
http: / ¡www.library.arizoria.edu

MEMORAN D U M
DATE:

July 25, 2007

TO:

Robert N. Shelton, President

CC:

Gene Sander, Executive Vice President and Provost
Leslie Tolbert, Vice President for Research

FROM:

Carla Stoffle, Dean of Libraries and the Center for Creative Photography

SUBJECT:

Library Spending Reduction for Collections Update

In my memo of March 26, 2007, the University Libraries projected that with no increase in the
Information Access Budget for FY 2008, and in preparation for no additional funding in FY 2009,
the Libraries would have to reduce expenditures by 5% each year for the next two years. In
March we estimated the impact of this $850,000 total reduction, if distributed equally between
journals and monographs, to be an acquisition decrease of 870 journals and 5,800 monographs.
Over the last few months the University Libraries faculty have been preparing lists of potential
journal cuts based on impact factors, inflationary increases, and use where that could be
determined. They have also gathered data on the circulation of monographs by subject and
language. These data have been shared with faculty departments in the colleges and faculty
input encouraged.
In order for the Library to best honor campus priorities and support demonstrated customer
needs, acquisition spending reductions require significant faculty consultation. Therefore, to
minimize faculty time and pain in this process, University Libraries faculty are identifying
potential year two reductions now as we do year one reductions. We hope we will not have to
make these cuts.
Although we are attempting to have the least negative impact possible, all collections will be
reduced. A detailed list of identified reductions and collection impacts is attached. The following
table summarizes the total identified reduction at this point.

UA Libraries Information Access Budget 1ótài Raductlon
rerceni DT J OWJ
AOWfl ioontuuea oy
Monographs
Serials
Databases

TOTAL

Type of Material
$284,180
$374,133
$109,602
$767,915

iumuer u! wm
(If available)

Reduction
37%
49%
14%

100%

3,789 (est)
2,815

UA LIBRARIES INFORMATION ACCESS BUDGET - REDUCTION DETAIL AND IMPACTS

'ocial Sciences, Business, and Education

i Social ScI.nc.. Business and Educidon Total ,.duction
rereru w i
P.maujii iuenuneu
Monographs
Serials
Databases

Total

by Type of Material
$117,259
$114,000
$57,000
$288,259

Reduction

ii

41%
39%
20%
100%

rumur w iwrn
(If available)
1,761 items
74 items

Of the $114,000 of serials identified for cancellation, $51,260 (45%) come from 4 subject areas
(9% of the total 47 total subject areas identified for serials cuts):
$25,517 (Economic History and Conditions)
o
$8,284 (Commerce)
o
o
$8,207 (Finance)
$9,252 (Political Science)
o
Of the $288,259 total reduction amount in Social Sciences, Business, and Education, $47,804 (17%) is
foreign language material (including serials and monographs).

Science, Engineering, Agriculture, and Optics
F

Science, Engin..
Monographs
Serials
Databases

-

Agriculture, and Optics Total Reduction $201,550
Amount Identified
by Type of Material
$61,815

Percent of Total
Reduction
21%
65%

$189,133
$40,602
$291,550

Total

14%

Number of Items
(if available
471 items
6 items

100%

Of the 471 serial cancellations, 157 (33%) are in the single subject area of engineering.
Of the 471 serials cancellations in Science, Engineering, Agriculture and Optics, 32 (7%) are cancellations
of print duplicates of electronics subscriptions, items that should have been cancelled earlier, or print with
savings for moving to electronic.

Fine Arts and Humanities
I Fin. Asta and Humanities

R.ductton: $153,106

Total 2

MIJIUWIL IUWlUiiU

Monographs
Serials
Databases

Total

by Type of Material
$105,106
$36,000
$12,000
$153,106

rwwIL Vi i IJi,W
Reduction
69%
23%
8%
100%

IUUIiJi UI iLIti3
(If available)
476 items

Of the $153,106 total reduction amount in Fine Arts and Humanities, $68,200 (44%) is foreign language
material (including serials and monographs).

General Undergraduate

[O.r,ersI Und.

ate

Total Reduction $35,000

?IiIVLUhL IUIILIIIU
by Type of Material

Monoqraphs
Serials
Databases

Total

re,,ii; U! i UIW
Reduction

IUIiiiJi UI IWJ1!
(If available)

$0

$35,000
$0
$35,000

100%

107

100%

The 107 serial cancellations represent 33% of the total 325 active serials titles available for general
undergraduate education.
Of the 107 serial cancellations, 45 (42%) are foreign language materials without an
online equivalent.

TOTAL

American Periodical Series
Blackwell Journal Archives
Blackwell Reference Library
British Periodicals
Cambridge Companion E-books
Career Guidance Center
Classical Scores Library (online)
Electronic Book Library All title Access Program
Encyclopedia of Modern Optics (Online)
Encyclopedia of Quaternary Science 4 vols. (Online)
Gale Virtual Reference Library (online)
Miscellaneus Purchases Using Endowment Interest
National Research Council of Canada Journal Archives
New York Review of Books
Optimal Resume
Oxford University Press E-books Collection
Periodical Archives Online (PAO)
PQ Business & Econ Archive
Replacement Lost Books
Sage Journal Archive
Shakespeare Collection
Taylor and Francis (Soc Sci only)
The ACS Reagent Chemicals Handbook (Online)
The Garland Encyclopedia of World Music (online)
The Nation, National Review, New Republic
Thesis and Dissertations
Voprosy literatury
Wiley Archives (Educ, Psych, Business only)
Wiley Online Books

Tifla

Humanities and Social Sciences
Humanities
Humanities, Medicine, Science and Technology, and Social Scienoes
Medicine, Science and Technology, and Social Sciences
Science and Technology
Social Sciences

xpenditures by Subject Area

ICnst

$1,757,714

$102,438
$253,500
$23,400
$112,474
$4,000
$4,000
$32,500
$50,000
$5,660
$3,080
$33,246
$178,160
$18,000
$6,100
$7,700
$90,000
$281,688
$62,175
$7,553
$76,000
$35,565
$63,495
$1,000
$3,380
$39,983
$14,203
$2,360
$146,650
$99,404

$486,855
$77,805
$353,914
$573,256
$27,740
$238,144

Totals

Humanities and Social Sciences
Medicine, Science and Technology, and Social Sciences
Humanities and Social Sciences
Social Sciences
Humanities
Humanities, Medicine, Science and Technology, and Social Sciences
Humanities
Humanities, Medicine, Science and Technology, and Social Sciences
Science and Technology
Science and Technology
Humanities and Social Sciences
Humanities, Medicine, Science and Technology, and Social Sciences
Science and Technology
Humanities and Social Sciences
Humanities, Medicine, Science and Technology, and Social Sciences
Humanities, Medicine, Science and Technology, and Social Sciences
Humanities and Social Sciences
Social Sciences
Humanities, Medicine, Science and Technology, and Social Sciences
Medicine, Science and Technology, and Social Sciences
Humanities
Social Sciences
Science and Technology
Humanities
Humanities and Social Sciences
Humanities, Medicine, Science and Technology, and Social Sciences
Humanities
Medicine, Science and Technology, and Social Sciences
Medicine, Science and Technology, and Social Sciences
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MEMORANDUM
DATE:

July 5, 2007

TO:

Robert N. Shelton, President

CC:

Gene Sander, Executive Vice President and Provost

FROM:

Carla Stoff le, Dean of Libraries and the Center for Creative Photography

SUBJECT:

Libraries Information Access Budget

In response to your question, inflation over the last six years has averaged between 6-8% for the
University Libraries. Our inflation has been less than other libraries because of how we have taken
our cuts (focusing on high inflators and print plus negotiating leveraged deals with other libraries).
To put us even with six years ago, we would need to have a budget of $12.1 million dollars (our
budget is $8.7 million). To have added new materials, especially in the biosciences where UA is
focusing, we would need another $1.2 million. So our budget should be $13.3 million dollars (North
Carolina's budget is $14 million and they have databases paid for by the State and leveraged
buying with the Triangle Universities). These figures do not include Health Sciences and Law.
Health Sciences has been cutting and frankly we have picked up even more titles to support the
medical school and nursing in addition to the basic science titles we have always supported. In
law, we have the historical materials on Native Americans and continue to build strength in these
areas and borderlands areas.
Inflation as we can project it will run 6% each year over the next three years (electronic materials
are a little more and books a little less). That would be $786,000 per year to stay even and we
would need another $200,000 per year plus to build a digital repository to support campus
research units that receive federal funding and to add new titles to support new interdisciplinary
and biomedical research areas. This does not include Health Sciences and Law but they would
need additional amounts.
So, three years from now to be fully functioning at an excellent level our collections budget should
be $16.2 million dollars exclusive of Law and Health Sciences.
Other facts you should know: We are Arizona's largest library. We are open to the public. We are
checking but we think we may be Arizona's first public library. Also, because of our focus on
electronic materials, we have greatly contributed to the IDC rate of the University. lt should stay the
same or go up with the new study. This means that we receive about $1 8 million less from IDC
than we get.

FISCAL YEAR

2000-2001
2001-2002
2002-2003
2003-2004
2004-2005
2005-2006
2006-2007
2007-2008
2008-2009
2009-2010
2010-2011
2011-2012
2012-2013
2013-2014
2014-2015
2015-2016
2016-2017
2017-2018
2018-2019
2019-2020

SPACE DEFICIT (asf)
BASED ON
ENROLLMENT TREND
SPACE DEFICIT (asf)
BASED ON AGGRESSIVE
GROWTH ENROLLMENT

UA Libraries and CCP Space Deficit Through FY20
(Does not include AHSL or Law)

159,836
172,689
185,541

159,836
173,617
187,398
201,179
214,960
228,741
242,522
256,303
270,084
283,865
297,646
311,427
325,208
338,989
352,770
366,551
380,332
394,113
407,894
421,684

198,393
211,245
224,097
236,949
249,801
262,653
275,505
288,357
301,209
314,061
326,913
339,765
352,617
365,469
378,321
391,173
404,042

*The space deficits assume a collection growth rate of 3% which is nominal based on existing available funds. If additional funding becomes
available collection growth could increase to 5-7%.
*Enrollment information (trend and aggressive growth) provided by UA Real Estate Administration.

These are conservative deficit amounts for library space in a time of increasing demand. Students are using libraries in different ways that
require specialized equipment (as in the presentation practice rooms), more space for collaborative learning as well as more options for quiet,
individual study space. In addition, graduate students have need for more dedicated private study space to work on research, dissertations, and
to prepare for comprehensive exams. Currently, the UA Libraries has a waiting list of over 50 graduate students to be assigned study carrels.
With increasing enrollment of graduate students and increasing faculty fte there will be a greater need for research and study space within the
Library. If this space is not supplied in the Library the space requirements will fall to campus departments to satisfy these needs.
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LIBRARY FEE STATUS REPORT FOR FY2006107
The University of Arizona Libraries
August2007
In the spring of 2006, the Arizona Board of Regents approved half of the University of Arizona Libraries'
proposal for a $30 per student per year library fee to support new services and resources at the
Libraries. The following provides detail about what the Libraries has accomplished in FY07 with Student
Fee money and the projects the Libraries is planning for FY08 given that, in March 2007, the ABOR
approved a $15 increase in the student library fee.
For FY07, based on $15 per student per year, the University Libraries received total revenue of $485,814
(after removing 15% for financial aid). Based on student enrollment, seven percent of this amount is
provided to the Health Science and Law Libraries. Therefore, during FY07 the Libraries received
$447,919 and Health Sciences and Law received $37,895 total.
Based on student feedback, the University Libraries developed the following list of projects for funding.

Amount

PROJECT
Provide desktop delivery of digital copies
DVDNHS content delivery
Laptop loans in Fine Arts Library
Expand laptop program in Main
Optimal Resume (UA Résumé Builder) for Two Years
Multi-media computer stations in Science-Engineering Library
Science-Engineering Library presentation room
Laptop loans in Science-Engineering Library
Two presentation rooms in Main Library Information Commons
Software to support student success in Science-Engineering Library
Electronic Books and Backfiles
White Boards in Main, Science-Engineering, and Fine Arts Libraries
Additional Open Hours for Main and Science-Engineering Libraries
Converting/Creating Study Carrels
Exposure Scanning Project

T. TALS

FY07

(Approved)

Amount
Expended

$80,000
$125,000
$30,000
$30,000
$7,700
$30,290
$25,900
$25,000
$40,724
$30,000
$100,000
$32,000
$6,123
(0.00)
(0.00)

$53,419
$106,519
$20,279
$19,200
$14,775
$16,236
$13,371
$20,122
$13,472
$29,868
$211,599
$19,397
$6,123
$16,189
$679

614

$561248

Bud

Amount budgeted ($556,614) exceeded amount received ($447,919) by $108,695.
Amount expended ($561,248) exceeded amount received ($447,919) by $113,329 and this
amount will come from 2007/08 revenues.

Accomplishments to Date
Free desktop delivery of articles and book chapters held online and in print in the UA Libraries
collection. Between August 2006 and June 2007, the Libraries filled 16,315 document requests
from campus users. This service gave distance students ready access to all Library materials and
increased the use of print resources that would be less used if on-campus students and faculty
had to come to the Libraries to find them.
During the Fall 2006 semester, the Libraries provided 8 instructors with 98 digitized films to use
for classroom and desktop use. For the Spring 2007 semester, the Libraries provided 7
instructors in 9 courses serving 400 students with nearly 100 digitized videos. During both
semesters video content was delivered electronically directly into classrooms for in-class
screenings and was also made available to authenticated students online, for out of class

screenings/homework assignments. Faculty did not have to check out equipment or video
material and students could review the content after class without needing to come to the
Libraries or wait to check out the materials. Also during the spring 2007 semester, the Libraries
piloted two video streaming delivery systems, Cdigix and VideoFurnance, as a means to identify
the longer-term models and technologies we will use in the future to deliver video directly to
customers. Both systems were free to pilot and, based on the results of the pilot, the Libraries
chose to implement Video Furnace as the future delivery system. To meet our streaming needs
for course uses (both reserves and in-class), the Libraries purchased the content and software
from Video Furnace. Beginning in the Fall 2007, the Libraries will provide 232 videos for course
reserves exclusively online for in-class screening requested by 32 instructors.
An expansion of the Laptops for Loan program added 36 computers in the Science and
Engineering and Fine Arts Libraries as well as Main Library. Ending June 30, 2007 we have had
12,280 laptop check outs (10,713Main; 1,298Science Engineering; 269Fine Arts). Given the
availability of wireless access, students are able to have computers to use group study rooms or
other campus facilities.
The UA Résumé Builder online résumé service, brought to campus through collaboration with
University Career Services. This program is similar to other résumé services that would charge
students $100-500 each. During FY 06/07 1,900 students, or 5% of the UA student body, have
created accounts for a total student savings of at least $190,000.
floor of the Science-Engineering
The installation of two new Multimedia Stations on the
Library loaded with 15 specialty software programs requested by science and engineering faculty
and students. These 15 software programs, listed below, are available for use only on the two
SEL Multimedia Stations; these programs are not available for download and cannot be accessed
off campus. In total, the SEL Multimedia Station software was used 143 times for over 57 hours
during FY07.
AutoDesk w/lnventor and Architectural Desktop: computer-aided design
Abaqus: linear and non-linear engineering simulation software
AMOS: mathematics
Ansys 10.0: physics modeling
EPAnet: hydraulic simulation
Fluent/Gambit: physics modeling
GRAMS: spectral imaging
Hec-HMS: hydrology
HY8: hydrology
o
Kaleidagraph: graphing
LabView: programming
ProEngirieer: 2D CAD to #D modeling
SigmaPlot: graphing
o
Stata SE9: statistics
o
SYSTAT: statistics
The creation of Presentation Practice Rooms for use by students who want to practice preparing
and professionalizing presentations. These rooms are equipped with the most up-to-date
equipment including digital cameras, microphones, computers, flat-screen monitors and
presentation/playback software. Since the Libraries began checking out the presentation practice
rooms on October 6, 2006 and ending on June 30, 2007, the rooms have been used 800 times
(756Main; 44SEL). Several students have commented to staff that they loved the rooms and
one indicated that using the room had helped his study group improve their test scores in class.
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Science and Engineering software to support student success was purchased and installed on
the Science Engineering Library Information Commons computer stations. In addition, five of the
seven software programs were also installed on Main and Fine Arts Information Commons
computer stations. One program, ChemOffice, was purchased on a campus-wide site license and
is available for students, faculty, and staff to download at no cost. Unless otherwise noted, the
software programs listed below are in all three library Information Commons (Main, ScienceEngineering, and Fine Arts) under the desktop folder Math, Science & Engineering."

o

o

AutoCAD: architectural design
ChemOffice: chemical modeling and formulas (SEL IC only or available for personal
download from the UA Library).
Maple 10: tool for solving mathematical problems and creating interactive technical
documents
MathCAD: computer algebra system
Mathematica: math programming
OrCad Capture and PSpice: industry-standard solutions for accurate analog and mixedsignal simulations
Solid Works: 3D CAD program (SEL IC only)

The SEL software to support student success has been well received; in total, the above software
was used 9,543 times for nearly 5,200 hours during FY07. One factor that contributes to the high
usage is that some classes require and/or suggest this software for purchase. Availability in the
Libraries has potential of saving money for individual students. We do not have data on the
number of students who have not had to make this additional expenditure. As well, prior to the
Library's intervention, the College of Engineering and the Department of Agricultural and
Biosystems Engineering (ABE) were paying $3,950.00 in annual maintenance cost for 90
concurrent users of Solid Works. Now, the campus is authorized for 300 concurrent users at an
annual cost of $6,500. Several Engineering courses now require specific homework assignments
related to Solid Works.
To date, over 320 Blackwell full-text electronic journal backfiles in the fields of humanities, social
science, science, technology, and medicine have been added to the Libraries collection. As well,
the Libraries purchased Blackwell Reference Online Library that includes over 300 reference
volumes in the areas of business, economics, history, linguistics, religion, philosophy, and cultural
studies.
A total of 54 White Boards were purchased for Main (23 wall mounted, 3 easel), Science (22 wall
mounted and 4 easel), and Fine Arts (2 wall mounted).
Additional hours were added to the Main and Science Engineering Libraries during Winter
Session, Spring Break and Pre-Session.

Winter
Pre-Session
Intersession
Spring Break
Total

rwurs uueu i

flours suusu s

zuuwr or

Main each week

SEL each week

weeks

16

15

3.5

18

15

3

10
16

9
15

1.5
1

i

nuurs

added
108.5
99
28.5
31

267
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What's Next for FY08
In March 2007 the Arizona Board of Regents approved a $15 increase in the student library fee. With this
increase the library fee will be $30 per student per year. Based on this amount, the University Libraries
project a total FY08 income (after removing 15% for financial aid) of $836,000.

-

The UA Libraries are committed to using monies from the student fee only to fund new services and the
purchase of resources that will directly improve our students' experience with and at the Libraries. For
FY08 the Libraries have allocated Student Fee money for the projects outlined in the table below.

Amouñt
Bu

PROJECT
Expenditures from FY07
Instructional Software Central Licensing
Digital Collections
Converting/Creating Study Carrels for Graduate Users
Specialty Software in Fine Arts Library
Video Streaming
Wood Furniture - Main to SEL
Course Management System Integration with Library Resources
Customer Lockers (short term and dedicated use)
Exposure Project Scanning
Access to Other Campus Collections
Carry Over for Recurring Costs (document delivery, additional hours)

FYO$

E
$113,329

$30,000
$294,500
$63,461
$10,000
$91,018
$7,000
$100,000
$8,570
$25,000
$100,000
$152,621

Instructional Software Central Licensing: Beginning in the fall semester, the UA Libraries will
continue to explore options for central software licensing as a member a campus-wide site
license committee created by President Shelton. In the current process, campus departments
(including the Libraries) purchase licenses independently and in quantities that satisfy identified
need; as of yet there is no attempt to consolidate orders to leverage better pricing. This group has
already had success; in August 2007 a campus-wide site license for Math Works was purchased
and the software will soon be available for download by UA students, faculty and staff.
Digital Collections: The UA Libraries have already purchased three new digital collections: Info
Base Fergusons Career Guidance Center, a comprehensive database with more than 3,300 jobs
and industries; John Wiley Digital Subscription; and Blackwell Reference Online, a
comprehensive reference collection with guides in a variety of disciplines including Business and
Economics, History, Linguistics, Literature, Philosophy and Religion.
Converting/Creating Study Carrels for Graduate Users: The Libraries will be converting and
creating study carrel space in response to three primary concerns voiced by graduate students:
security issues that exist with current private study carrels; creating additional private carrels to
reduce the number of graduate students ori the carrel waiting list; and creating carrels that can be
checked out for a designated number of hours each day to address the needs of graduate
students who have not yet reached the dissertation stage. To address these concerns 13 hourly
check-out carrels will be available beginning in September to all enrolled graduate students; 13
additional semester-long carrels will be available by the end of September; and 7 more carrels
will be available in the spring semester.
Specialty software in the Fine Arts Library: The UA Libraries has begun to purchase specialty
software for the Fine Arts Library to meet user needs. Among the programs already purchased
4

and installed in the Fine Arts Information Commons are: VectorWorksl2, Sibelius 5, Lightright 4,
PhotoScore Lite Music Scanning, and Finale 2007a. Additional software needs are being
identified by Fine Arts and Humanities librarians in consultation with students and faculty.
Video Streaming: In addition to video streaming for course reserves, the UA Libraries have a goal
to provide online access for digital video collections. With the Arizona Universities Library
Consortium (AULC) the UA Libraries is negotiating with Films Media Group to obtain access to
FMG's catalog of over 5,000 films. In a pilot project to begin in Fall 2007, FMG will provide access
to all of their digitized titles; FMG will also provide the Libraries with records for each of these
titles that will be uploaded into the Libraries' catalog. These records will have links to the FMG
server. Authenticated customers will be able to click on the link and view the title online. Once a
title (or a significant portion of it) has been viewed 3 times, the Libraries will be prompted to either
purchase the title or have it removed from their catalogs. If it is purchased, the streaming file will
be loaded on a server managed by the UA for the consortium.
Wood Furniture from the Main Library to the Science-Engineering Library: The Libraries
refinished 30-year old oak furniture (50 chairs and 7 tables) from the Main Library and delivered
this rejuvenated furniture to the Science-Engineering Library. The Libraries improved the study
space in SEL while also avoiding additional expenditures for new furniture.
Course Management System Integration with Library Resources: Embedding the Libraries within
the CMS will provide students and faculty with course specific reference and research assistance,
innovative technological tools such as RSS feeds, and will make the librarian readily available
within the CMS. With the budgeted amount from student fees, the Libraries will be ready for setup
costs and staffing requirements when a standard campus-wide CMS is purchased.
Customer Lockers (short term and dedicated use): During the fall semester the UA Libraries will
install 36 lockers for customer use in the Main Library. Of the total 36, 18 lockers will be for shortterm use by all customers and 18 will be dedicated for use by graduate students who are on the
wait list for study carrels. As the Main Library is centrally located and is open extended hours for
UA users, the lockers will allow for convenient and safe storage of personal items while on
campus and while in the Library.
Exposure Scanning Project: The Exposure Scanning Project is an initiative from the Center for
Creative Photography to create a virtual learning environment that support increased access to
the Center's 80,000 fine prints and over 3.8 million archival documents. This project will 'expose',
via the internet, the Center's unique collection of photographs and archival materials.
Access to Other Campus Collections: The UA Libraries is committed to creating seamless access
to all campus collections through one single portal; this process will begin with the collections of
the Arizona Health Sciences Library and their total collection size of over 103,000 items.
Additional campus candidates include the collections of the Poetry Center Library (60,000 titles);
the Arizona State Museum Library (more than 70,000 titles); the Art Slide Collection of digital
images; and the Architecture Slide Collection of digital images.
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$4,458,934

Cost Avoidance

www.library.arizona.edu

The University of Arizona Libraries

41 Wherever you are!
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Among all public libraries
in the nation, by size

Among libraries in Arizona, by size
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Association of Research Libraries 2006

OVERALL RANKING

$1,008,264

$530,186

Actual Savings

Consortia Savings

Grants Awarded

$7,142,516

$689,546

Cash (including CCP)

Non-Cash (including CCP)

$7,832,062

Fundraising (including CCP) - Total

LIBRARY BUDGET

46,316

77,028

eSerials

Unique titles

26,399

575,320

73,468

5,182,963

$5,545,405

Serials (currently purchased)

eBooks

Volumes Added

Volumes in the Library

Total on electronic materials

Information Access Expenditures

$10,269,170

... ..2006-07

INFORM TION RESOURCES

BY THE NUMBERS
621-4865
621-4866
621-4868
621-4926
307-2781
621-4869
621-4867
307-2780

307-0840

621-6386
621-6375
621-6378
621-6386
621-6392

349-7864

621-6375
621-4612

626-5599
626-9434

307-2772
307-2817
621-4345
307-2788
307-2774
307-2773

307-2771
621-7010

307-2769

www. library

Dan Lee, Team Leader
Laurie Eagleson
Mary Evangeliste
Victoria (Vicki) Mills
Alexandra Rivera
Leslie Suit
Rae Swedenburg
Raik Zaghioul

:ona.edu

621-6433
307-2787
626-3850
626-3902
626-3902
626-2874
626-2874
307-2789

GENERAL UNDERGRADUATE

Pat PromIs, Team Leader
Michael Brewer
Joseph (Bob) Diaz
Hitoshi Kamada
Amara Koenings
Roger Myers
Jill Newby
Veronica Reyes
Ping Situ
Bonnie Travers
Paula Wolfe

FINE ARTS AND HUMANITIES

Jeanne Pfander, Team Leader
Ricardo Andrade
Kimberly Chapman
Douglas (Doug) Jones
Elizabeth Kline
Daniel (Jim) Martin
Maliaca Oxnam
Chestalene Pintozzi
Barbara Williams

SCIENCE, ENGINEERING, AGRICU LTURE, OPTICS

Laura Bender, Team Leader
Laura Carscaddon
Mary Feeney
Louise Greenfield
Sara Heitshu
Christine Kotlen
Atifa Rawan
Jennalyn Tellman

SOCIAL SCIENCES, ELLER, EDUCATION

CONTACT INFORMATION

2006-07

Summary of New Services
and Statistics

University Libraries

UA Libraries

CUSTOMER SATISFACTION SURVEY
UNDERGRADUATE
TOP 3 DEStRED SERVICES

Enabling me to find information myself 24 hours
a day

NEW LIBRARY SERVICES
Document Delivery: Free electronic delivery of articles
and book chapters delivered to your desktop within 24
hours of the initial request.

Video Streaming: Anyone teaching a course offered
through the UA may request that a video title be digitized and made available over the internet.

Preferred Search: Allows users to save a catalog

Modern equipment that lets me easily access
needed information
A comfortable and inviting location
TOP 3 GAPS BE1WEEN PERCEIVED AND DESIRED SERVICES

search to their personal library account for easy reference. Also sends automatic notice via email when a

Library catalog.

of over 103,000 items will be integrated with the UA

Access to Other Campus Collections: The UA Libraries
is committed to creating seamless access to all campus
collections through one single portal; this process will
begin with the collections of the Arizona Health Sciences Library. By December 2007 their total collection

Personal Use Lockers: By Spring 2008 36 lockers for
customer use will be available in the Main Library; 18
of these lockers will be available only for graduate students who are on the study carrel wait list.

tional 13 study carrels available for 6 hour checkout to
all currently enrolled graduate students.

Study Carrels: An additional 18 carrels for students
who have passed their preliminary exams. An addi-

UA Résumé Builder: Offered in collaboration between
Career Services and the UA Libraries, this service helps
students produce high quality CV's and résumés with
examples and templates tuned to specific fields.

evaluation.

tions, record them, and play them back for self-

available with the tools and space to practice presenta-

Presentation Practice Rooms: For students needing
to prepare for conference presentations, panel sessions, or professional interviews, these rooms are

new item matching your search criteria is received by
the Libraries.

Library space that inspires study and learning
Making electronic resources accessible from my
home or office
Quiet space for individual activities

TOP 3 DESIRED SERVICES

Print and/or electronic journal collections I require
for my work
Making electronic resources accessible from my
home or office
The electronic information resources I need
TOP 3 GAPS BETWEEN PERCEIVED AND DESIRED SERVICES

Library space that inspires study and learning
Ability to navigate library Web pages easily

Availability of online help when using my library's
electronic resources
TOP 3 DESIRED SERVICES

Print and/or electronic journal collections I require
for my work
Making electronic resources accessible from my
home or office
A library website enabling me to locate information
on my own
TOP 3 GAPS BETWEEN PERCEIVED AND DESIRED SERVICES

Ability to navigate library Web pages easily
Print and/or electronic journal collections I require
for my work
The printed materials I need for my work

BY THE NUMBERS . ..2006-07

2,308,937

PUBLIC SERVICES
Gate Count

4312221

62,828

27,841

591

Online Visits to the UA Library
homepage

Total sessions

Instruction - In person

Total participants

Instruction - Online

Total use

28,750

Interlibrary Loans

Items received

39,431

16429

Items lent

Document Delivery
Express Documents

delivered to the desktop
E-Reserves

1,140

359

Total number of courses

Total streaming audio files

251

58

118

75

198

na.edu

Total streaming video files
HUMAN SERVICES

Professional Staff FIE

Support Staff FIE

Student Assistants FIE

Total FIE Staff

www.library.a

r

September 10, 2007

Carla J. Stoffle, Dean

University Libraries and Center for
Creative Fhotography

ç
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Source: Speciai Collections epriemera, Arizona and Southwest Vertical File, University of Arizona - Old Main

.Estelle [LutreH, the first University Librarian] later recalled,
'As one stood in the doorway of the small space, which had been assigned to the
library.. .one was confronted by some several thousand volumes, shelved on
cumbersome wooden stacks, a few tables covered vri1 oil cloth, and some magazine
shelves, set apart by a railing... Newspapers from some of the larger towns in the
Territory, which had been accumulating throughout he summer, were scattered hither
and yon, white the whole layout was covered with a generous coating of Arizona dust."

The original library in Old Main, phoo cption:
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Customer Satisfaction Surveys:
LibQUAL+
Individual Team Surveys
Library Report Card
Usability Study
Focus Groups

-

Need for more space and upgraded facilities
Mat;ing electro-c resources accessble from home or office

Common themes among all users:

-

-

-

Gauging expectation, needs, and satisfaction of all i'ers
through:

ASSESSMENT RESULTE
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LIBRARY AS LEARNING SPACE

Virtually open 24x7
Over 2.3 million physical visits in FY 2007
Over 4.3 million visits to the UA Libraries homepage
Over 6.8 miH3n uses of our ciline databases
Over 62,000 uses of our onlir1e learning modules

Facilities open 142 hours per week during the acEdemic year

Physically and virtualy the Library is the out of classroom space
on campus for learning and research

*

-

Laptops (48) checked out 12,280 times
Multi-media computer sttions ¡n Science-Engineering Library
Presentation practice rooms (3) used 800 tirr's
Specialized software programs (15) to support student success
in Science-Engineering Library used 5200 times
Additicral 267 open hours for Main and ScienceEngineerìng
Libraries during Winter session, spring break, and pre-session
Providing 14 Graduate Assistantships to SIRLS students

LIBRARY AS LEARNING SPACE
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LIBRARY AS LEARNING SPACE
Looking ahead to FY08:

Converting/Creating study carre's for graduate students adding 18
regular and 13 daily checkout
Snecialty software in Fine Arts Library
Customer lockers (short term and dedicated use)
Creating aditional online instructional modules, including courses
for Afghan libraries

7

-

535,000 ebooks
77,000 electronic se ais

We now own

$1.7 million came from non-state sources

he LJbraries have adopted a push out philosophy that brings
services to our users, wherever they are, rather than forcing
customers to come to the Libraries. To do this:
e spent over $5.5 million on electronic materials

WHEREVER YOU AREN THE LIBRARY

1

8

s

WHEREVER YOU ARE, THE LiBRARY

CCP Exposure
NEH/Ag
MIlliOfl Books

Western V'Jaters
Tochncal Reports
RadioCarbon
Shantz Collection
Afghan grey literature from I

9 2006

We initiated/continued d:çtization projects:

*

*

We initiated the Minisis Project

CCP
Special Collections

CCP and Special Collections Finding Aids in /rzona 1w'm'es Ormne

(epi'n 9wnseJ yfl) ewnse Iew!JO

qe pauejai

(LoAd u paIef\ep sjuewn3op 6t'9i.) AJeAJIeG iuewnooa

HJ. 3HV nO A AHM

(Looz fleJ JO Se! O9 JGAO 'LOAd U! 861-) 6uiweeis O8P!A

AHVB9I1

central licensing

resources

WHEREVER YOU ARE. THE LIBRARY

software

Looking ahead to FY08:
Instructional

Expanding digital collections

Expanding video streaming to entire collection

Course Management System integration with Library
Scanning campus collectbns
Providing online access to other campus resources
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-

-

-

Textbook project
Adding other campus collections to the online catalog

-

Consortial savings $1,008,264
Cost avoidance $4,458,934
Delivering from print collections 16,429
Interlibrary loan borrowed 28,750
AHSL in online catalog
International children's literature collection in cnline catalog

Looking ahead to FY08:

-

-

To accomplish more with less, the Libraries actively seek
opportunities that will enhance savings and cost avoidance as
well as provide new sources of funding:
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or AR1zoNA

MAXIMIZING USE OF EXISTING RESOURCES

THE UNIVERSUY

COLLABORATION

Library Consortia (AULO, GWLA, Center for Research Libraries,
RAPID)
Pima County Public Library

Increasing access to collections and ervìces by partnering with:

*

-

ncreasing campus opportunities by partnering with:
UA Career Services
Instructional Software Licensing
K-12 teachers in Arizona
Arizona Teachers Portal

Preserving electronic and print resources
Portico
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services Interlibrary loan, bindery, etc.
Must reduce content expenditures by $768,000 over 2 years
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PRESSING ISSUES
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Databases
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Monographs
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476 items
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(Information Access Budget)
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e of Material
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Areas of greatest impact:

PRESSING ISSUES
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PRESSING iSSUES (Information Access Budget)
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There will be 1,552 serials cut this fall. The URL for these titles ¡s:

htt ://ìntranet.libra .arizona.edu/s endìn Reduction/index, h
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Framing the Future:
Reforming Intercollegiate Athletics

The Coalition on Intercollegiate Athletics (COlA)
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OVERVIEW
The Coalition on Intercollegiate Athletics (COTA), an alliance of 55 Division IA (DIA) faculty senates,
provides a faculty senate voice on athletic reform issues. Fonned in 2002, the primaiy goal of the COlA
is to ensure that college sports are fully integrated within the academic goals, values and missions of our
i.iniversities and colleges. Although many individual reforms have been discussed at local, conference,

and/or national levels, there have been few attempts to distill and unify these concepts into a single
cohesive framework. This white paper, written and approved by faculty leaders across the country,
attempts to fill this gap by providing a structure for a comprehensive set of athletic reform proposals.
Here we enunciate the principles underlying sports in a collegiate setting, and propose 28 reforms within
the four, broad categories of academic integrity and quality, student-athlete welfare, campus governance
of intercollegiate athletics, and fiscal responsibility. The level of implementation - local, conference,
and/or national - is explicitly identified for each suggested reform. We also propose the convening of a
yearly national conference of stakeholder groups to develop and implement practical solutions that will
allow intercollegiate sports to thrive and prosper into the indefinite future. This paper was approved by
the COJA membership in June 2007.

INTRODUCTION
Why Should Faculty Care About Athletics?
"When the public -- both local and en masse -- begin to believe that the value of the institution is

to be measured by the success of its athletics teams, the core mission of the university is
threatened. The central role of the faculty is ignored in favor of winning the big game or
recruiting the next young man with athletics star potential. And the ability of the university to
successfully educate and push forward the boundaries of knowledge and the creative arts is
compromised"
NCAA President Myles Brand at the NCAA Annual Convention, 01-08-2005

Discussions of the contemporary college sports scene have generated two increasingly opposing groups.
Pessimists are quick to point to on- and off-field misbehavior by student-athletes, resume-padding by
highly paid coaches, fake courses run by faculty, admission of unqualified student-athletes, and a
facilities "arms race". On the other side are the optimists who do not believe that these reports are an

accurate reflection of the conduct of intercollegiate athletics as a whole. Instead, optimists are
encouraged because student-athlete graduation rates are up, academic requirements have been raised,
and athletics is the primary gateway for some to attain a post-secondary education. The polarizing
rhetoric by these two groups leaves little opportunity for a more nuanced, middle-of-the-road view that
accepts the positive benefits of intercollegiate sports while acknowledging the need to ameliorate its
problematic aspects.

Fortunately, most faculty members are neither jaded pessimists nor sunny optimists but down-to-earth
realists. We understand that the status of intercollegiate athletics and the educational experiences of our
students lie somewhere in between these two views. Faculty members worry that the culture of big-time
sports, influenced by television and the mass media, is inching ever closer to a professional model. At
the same time, we continue to strive for the ideal collegiate sports model where the term "studentathlete" draws no objections based on doubt about the academic engagement of college athletics, even
when referring to student-athletes in high profile sports.
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The COlA has also worked to develop strong collaborative ties with several like-minded organizations

including most importantly the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) and the Knight
Commission.

We

have

also

met

and

maintained

communication with the Association of Governing Boards
(AGB), the American Association of University Professors
(AAUP), the National Athletic Academic Advisors Association

(N4A), Division IA Faculty Athletics Representatives (DIA
FARs), the Faculty Athletic Representatives Association
(PARA), the Division IA Athletic Directors, and the Division
III College Sports Project. This relationship-building effort has
enabled COJA to provide a missing and much needed faculty
senate voice on sports reform issues at the national level with
these groups through which many sports reform efforts must be
directed.
Since an early point in the COJAs development, the COJA has
found the NCAA to be a partner, acknowledging differences on
some specific issues, yet working actively with the COJA to

As.sociation of Governing Boards
(AGÏJ;wwwagh.o.rg)
American A îsociat:on of University Professor3
(AA UP wsi w aaup orzj
Collegi. SporL Proji.c.t
(t si y college cportsprofect arg)
Divi Sian IA Faculty A ihktics Repri senta tri es

(DIA ¡'ARs onirfar arg)
Dlv,3Ion JA A thh. tic Dzrecto?SA&soczation

(www çLJa coiji)

[acuity A thletic Ri.presenlalri es Association
IRA hit2 i'org elan edwnrat4'arcilflzra html)
Anieht Commission
(www:Ioiightconvmssion. org)

?vationalAssociarron of 4 thletic lcademzc

Advisor (N4A wyw n(oura org)
National Collegiale Athletic Association
(NCAA .www ncaa.org)

strengthen faculty awareness of the need for change and
involvement in long-term reform. Established in 1905, the NCAA mission is to "govern competition in a

fair, safe, equitable and sportsmanlike manner, and to integrate intercollegiate athletics into higher
education so that the education experience of the student-athlete is paramount" (www.ncaa.org). Under
the leadership of NCAA President Myles Brand, the NCAA in the past five years has promulgated a
series of unprecedented changes whose goals have been to strengthen the academic performance of
student-athletes and to re-establish the primacy of academics in intercollegiate athletics enterprise. The
interests, issues, and governance of the NCAA are complex, and it is true that from the COlA's point of
view, many longstanding problems remain. However, the emergence of the NCAA as an agent of
positive change has altered the framework in which athletics reform can be pursued at the local,
conference and national levels.

"The Second-Century Imperatives" report is the most recent reform effort undertaken by the NCAA.
Issued in October 2006 by a 50-member presidential task force (PTF), it assessed the current state of
intercollegiate athletics from a presidential viewpoint and suggested a wide range of improvements. The
prima.ry message of the PTF report was "taking reform home," a call for university presidents (i.e., chief
campus administrator) to work with their faculty to initiate reform on their individual campuses. The
PTF appropriately, focused on local, institutional level changes. The proposed PIF reforms are strongly
supported by the COJA and we encourage their adoption and implementation at the institutional level.

Where Do We Go From Here?
The PTF report did not attempt to be comprehensìve and thus did not address several important aspects
of the intercollegiate athletics enterprise that directly or indirectly impact academic quality. The aim of
this white paper is to fill this void by providing a faculty voice on the major issues surrounding college
sports that have an impact on academic quality and standards. Through the reforms proposed here, the
long term goal of this paper is to ensure that athletics remains fully integrated into the academic mission

of our universities. This goal will be achieved only if the faculty takes a leadership role in
acknowledging the need for reform, getting stakeholders to work together, identifying specific problems,
and developing real world, functional solutions. Success of these proposals is dependent on DIA faculty
leaders and their campus Faculty Senate or equivalent (hereafter referred to as the "faculty campus
governance body") strongly championing these reforms at the local, conference and national levels.
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1. Academic Integrity and Quality Reforms
"Intercollegiate athletics programs shall be maintained as a vital component of the educational

program, and student-athletes shall be an integral part of the student body. The admission,
academic standing and academic progress ofstudent-athletes shall be consistent with the policies
and standards adopted by the institution for the student body in general."
NCAA Constitution, Article 2.5

A fundamental principle of the NCAA, expressed in Article 2 of its Constitution, is that student-athletes
shall be held to the same academic standards as all other students at the institution. The NCAA enforces

this principle for Division I schools through its Athletics Certification Process, during which each
institution is required to demonstrate that its admissions and academic policies are applied consistently
for athletes and non-athletes and that they are administered by the same academic officials for all
students. But while it has established a clear standard, the NCAA does not have the resources to
monitor the implementation of these principles at every Division I school, nor is it their responsibility to
do so. Moreover, certification occurs only once eveiy 10 years. The maintenance of academic integrity
and quality for all students, including student-athletes, is the primary responsibility of the institution's
faculty. The faculty's role begins with the recruiting and admissions processes and continues through to
graduation. As with all other students, faculty must be deeply involved in all academic aspects of the
student-athlete's university experience. Faculty involvement includes overseeing admissions policies to
ensure that admitted student-athletes are able to perform at the university level and that they have a
reasonable prospect of obtaining a degree; setting minimum standards for eligibility to compete that are
consistent with the goal of having every student-athlete graduate; and ensuring that student-athletes are

not denied the opportunity to pursue their own educational objectives because of the demands of
participation in athletics. In short, the faculty is charged with enabling student-athletes to attain their
academic potential and preparing them for the post-university real world. Faculty must take the lead in
pressing for academic reforms that allow student-athletes to reach their educational and life goals.
1.1.

Institutional Admission and Recru itin Policies
Student-athletes should be admitted based ou their potential for academic sucCess and not primarily on

theír athletic contribution to the institution. General admissIons policies should be the same for all
students, student-athletes and non-student-athletes. Campus administrators and campus faculty
governance bodies should work together to develop admission policies consistent with the educational
mission of the institution. [COlA 2005 Report to NCAA Presidential Task Force S'e ct/on VIII
recommendations 1-3 & goal 2; local and national (NCAA certification)]
1.1.2

The acadenuc profiles of freshmen or transfer student-athletes as a group and by sport should be
similar to those of the entering freshman class or the non-athlete transfer cohort, as applicable. Data on
the academic profiles of entering student-athletes and non-student-athletes should be reviewed at least
annually by the Campus Athletics hoard or the campus faculty governance body. [COJA 2(105 Report

to NCAA Presidential Task Force section VIII recommendatioiis 1-3 & goal 2; local and national
(NCAA certflcfltion)]
1,1,3

Special admissions of freshman and transfer student-athletes should reflect the saine philosophy as
specìal admissions of non-student-athletes. Data on the academic performance of student-athlete
special admits should be reviewed at least annually by the Campus Athletic Board or the campus
faculty governance body. [New; local and national (NCAA cer«ficatfon)]

1.1.4

Faculty should be involved in developmg and overseeing campus policies regarding recruiting of
student athletes. [New; loCal and national 1(NCAA certification)]
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Athletics Scholarships
2.1.1

Athletics scholarships should be awarded on a year-by-year basis with the presumption that they
should be renewed up to fout times for a total award of five years, or until graduation, whichever
comes first, for students who are rn good academic standing, confonn to campus codes for student
behavior, conform to the athletics department's standards of conduct, and adhere to team mies.
Institutions should establish criteria and a mechanìsm for revoking a scholarship The final authority
for revoking a scholarship should rest with the campus' chief financial aid officer or with the chief
academic officer. A student awarded an athletics scholarship who is no longer participating in
athletics should be counted against the NCAA maximum number of awards for that sport, unless the
scholarship is revoked. [COJA 2005 Academic Integrity in Intercollegiate AthletIcs section 2.1; local
and national fNCAA legislation)]

2.2

Corn etition and Practice Schedulin

2.2 1

Individual athletic competitions, as distinct from conference, regional and national tournaments and
championships, shall not be scheduled during flnal exam penods unless an exception ìs granted by the
Campus Athletics Board or equivalent. fCOIA 2005 Academic Jnteritv in Intercollegiate Athletics
section 4.3 6, local, conferences, and national (NCAA legislatIon)]

222

Individual athletic competitions and associated travel should be scheduled to minimize lost class time.
Institutional policies desIgned to minimize lost class time should be described. [COlA 2005 Academic
Integrity in Intercollegiate Athletics section 4.3; local, conferences, and national (WCAA
cert (ficat ion)]

2.2.3

Athletically-related activities (e.g., formal and informal practices, team meetings, and any activities at
which the attendance of student-athletes is required) should be scheduled outside the prime limes for
academic classes Each institution should explain how it achieves this scheduling goal. ¡New; local,
conferences and national (NCAA certification)]

2.3

ILnteration into Cam us Life

2.3,1

Life skills and personal development programs for student-athletes should have as a goal the
integration of the student-athlete into the rest of the student population. These programs should help
student-athletes develop an appropriate balance between their athletic time requirements and their
paramount need for academic and social integration. Administrators, faculty and athletic departments

should mitigate the time demand on student-athletes to allow them to pursue the full range of
educational experiences open to other students. fCOJA 2005 Report to NCAA Presidential Task Force
section VII recommendation 2b & 2e; local, conferences, and national (NCAA certification,)]
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3.

Cam i us Governance of Interco1le iate Athletics

31

Each NCAA member institution should establish a Campus Athletic Board. The charge of this Board
should be to monitor and oversee campus intercollegiate athletics. A majorìty of Board members sho-uld
be tenured faculty who should be appointed or elected through rules established by the campus faculty
governance body. The Faculty Athletic Representative should be an ex officio voting or non-voting
member of the Board. The chair of the Board höuld be a senior (tenured) faculty member. An Athletic
Director should not be chair. [COJA 2004 Campus Athletics Governance - the Faculty Raie section 2B;
¡ocal and national (NCAA legislation)]

3.2

Major athletic department decisions (eg, hiring of the athletic director and key athletic department
personnel, changes in the total number of intercollegiate sports, initiation of major capital projects etc)
should be made in consultation with the Campus Athletic Board and leaders of the campus faculty
governance body and appropriate faculty committee(s). [COlA 2005 Report to NCAA Presidential Task
Force section VII recommendation lb local and national (NCAA certification)]

3.3

The Faculty Athletic Representative (FAR) should be appointed by the University President based on
recommendation by the campus faculty governance body. The FAR appointment should be made for a
specific term and a review of the performance of the FAR should take place prior to reappointment
Such a review should mclude meaningful participation by the campus faculty governance body, or the
Campus Athletic Board ICOIA 2004 Garnpus Athletics Governance - the Faculty Role section lB; locQi
and national (NCAA certification)]

3.4

The Athletic Director, Faculty Athletic Representative and the Campus Athletic Board chair should
report orally and in writing at least once a year to the campus faculty governance body. Their reports
should include a focus on academic benchmarks including the APR., (3SR, graduation rates and the
percentage and progress of student athlete special admits. [COlA 2005 Report to NCAA Presidential
Task Force section VII recommendation la; local, conferences and national (NCAA cert(Jìcaíion)]

3.5

Leaders of campus faculty governance body should report annually to the University President (1) that
the faculty has been able to fulfill its responsibilities in regard to athletic governance, or (2) that it has
not, in which case the report should specify the obstacles that have prevented it from doing so. These
reports should be made available to the NCAA during re-certification [COJA 2004 Campus Athletics
Governance - the Faculty Role section 3A, local and national (NCAA certification)]

4. Fiscal Responsibility Reforms
"ft is America, and it doesn 't bother me if (baseball player) Alex Rodriguez makes $25 million a
year because that 's private (business). It doesn 't matter to me what Allen Iverson (of the NBA)
gets. But at the university level, in athletics, there has to be some stability."
Skip Bertman, Louisiana State University athletics director, on "excessive" college pay packages,
USA Today, 01-04-2007

One of the biggest issues currently facing university presidents and athletics department administrators
is athletics cost containment. Recent NCAA data demonstrate that athletics department budgets across

the country are rising much more quickly than that of the rest of the university. Finding sufficient
resources to underwrite these increases is straining institutional finances already burdened by rising
academic expenses. The impact of this growth is particularly severe at institutions, such as the non-BCS
schools, that do not have the ability to offset mounting expenditures with new revenue sources. The nonBCS schools, for example, feel pressure to schedule football games during the week in order to compete
11

one of the primary faculty voices for a realistic and feasible reform agenda. Success will not be possible,
however, if faculty do not work together with other stakeholder groups. Dialogue is a necessaiy first step
to identif and delineate the issues, and collaboration with groups mentioned throughout this document
is imperative for forward progress. To achieve the reform goals outlined requires consensus, concerted
effort, and action at a variety of levels, from local to conference to national.

At the local level, the campus faculty governance body, usually the Faculty Senate, is the most likely
primary venue for these conversations. Faculty leaders must bring all stakeholders to the discussion
table, including the President, Athletic Director, Governing Board members, FAR, student-athletes,
campus athletic boards, and the faculty at large. The COJA understands that each institution is unique,
with its own ethos, atmosphere and culture. Each campus will therefore need to review each reform
individually to ascertain its local appropriateness. What works well on one campus may be unsuitable at
other institutions. Schools already in the "reform mode" may find that many of the current
recommendations are already in place on their campuses. The course of action for these schools might
be to connect directly with other universities in their conferences to put together a conference-wide

roadmap. Schools that feel they have no officiai faculty voice on athletics issues may find these
recommendations daunting. For those schools, the course of action might be to form a core group of
informed faculty to meet with administrators and begin the process of defining shared governance on
their campus. Whatever the current circumstances, the proposed reforms in this document should be
used by faculty governance bodies as a starting point to design their own campus-specific agenda.
Ultimate success of these proposals depends on the commitment and leadership shown by the University
President. Most university presidents directly oversee athletic departments and are in a position to effect
change. For example, it is only the university presidents who can protect athletics directors and coaches

who demonstrate adherence to the educational mission of the institution even though that might
potentially risk competitive success. The COJA cannot be more emphatic in calling for university
presidents to initiate and oversee local, campus-wide discussions leading to implementation of new
policies and procedures that ensure the integration of athletics into the institution's academic mission.
However, even the most courageous and steadfast University President will be unable to achieve these
goals without strong, consistent backing from the faculty and the board of governors/trustees. Without
that support, university presidents will be unable to withstand the onslaught of public criticism from
boosters and others who remain wedded to the separation of athletics from academics.
Other refoiius described in this white paper are aimed at the conferences, which oversee many aspects
of intercollegiate athletics. We strongly encourage conferences to hold frank discussions with their
member institutions on the issues raised here, including but not limited to athletics scheduling, student

student-athlete welfare, integration of athletics into academics, eligibility standards, and athletics
expenditures. We believe the conference commissioners in conjunction with Faculty Athletic
Representatives and university presidents can and should provide the necessary leadership and critical
mass to initiate and direct these conversations in a profitable direction.

Still other reforms detailed here can only be implemented successfully at the national level. Many of
them require changes in NCAA legislation. The COJA looks forward to working closely with the NCAA
leadership and its members to move these proposals forward with the shared goal of achieving long-term
sports reform.
Although most of the proposals presented here address the need for academic primacy over all athletic
endeavors, the COJA is not unaware that financial needs drive many athletics decisions. Many issues
currently facing college sports, including over-commercialization, the athletics "arms race," pay-forplay, rapidly rising athletics budgets, coaches' compensation, and competition between academic and
13

APPENDIX A: LIST OF PROPOSALS
1.1

Institutional Admission and Recruiting Policies

1.1.1

Student-athletes should be admitted based on their potential for academic success and not primarily on
their athletic contribution to the institution. General admissions policies should be the same for all
students, student-athletes and non-student-athletes. Campus administrators and campus faculty
governance bodies should work together to develop admission policies consistent with the educational
mission of the institution. LCOIA 2005 Report to NCAA Presidential Task Force Section VIII
recommendations 1-3 & .goal 2; local and national (NCAA certification)]

1.1.2

The academic profiles of freshmen or transfer student-athletes as a group and by sport should be similar
to those of the entering freshman class or the non-athlete transfer cohort, as applicable. Data on the
academic profiles of entering student-athletes and non-student-athletes should be reviewed at least
annually by the Campus Athletics Board or the campus faculty governance body. [COlA 2005 Report to

NCAA Presidential Task Force section VIII coal recommendations 1-3 & goal 2; local and national
(NCAA certification)]
1.1.3

Special admissions of freshman and transfer student-athletes should reflect the same philosophy as special
admissions of non-student-athletes. Data on the academic performance of student-athlete special admits
should be reviewed at least annually by the Campus Athletic Board or the campus faculty governance
body. [New; local and national (NCAA certification)]

1.1.4

Faculty should be involved in developing and overseeing campus policies regarding recruiting of student
athletes. [New; local and national (NCAA certification)]

1.2

The Primacy of Academics

1.2.1

No academic programs or majors should be designed specifically for student-athletes or created for the
purpose of allowing student-athletes to maintain their eligibility. Qualified student-athletes should be

allowed and in fact encouraged to pursue the major of their choice and to have the same access to
academic classes and programs as other students without explicit or implicit athletic consequences. Data
on student-athletes' choice of major should be gathered and evaluated by the campus faculty governance
body or the Campus. Athletic Board and should also be provided to all prospective recruits. [New; local
and national (NCAA certfication)]
1.2.2

To preserve academic integrity, the campus faculty governance body or the Campus Athletic Board
should monitor student-athlete enrollment by course. [COlA 2005 Academic Intgjty in Intercollegiate
Athletics section 3.1; local and national (NCAA certification)]

1.2.3

Academic Progress Rate (APR), Graduation Success Rate (GSR) and other available graduation rate data

should be reviewed annually by the campus faculty governance body to sustain processes that will
improve the academic success and graduation rates of student-athletes. [New; local and national (NCAA
certification)]
1.2.4

The NCAA should continue to enforce rigorously contemporaneous and historical penalties for teams and
institutions that fail to meet NCAA APR and GSR standards. [New, national (enforcement of existing
NCAA legislation)]

1.2.5

To ensure that student-athletes are acquiring the educational foundation leading to a degree, athletic
eligibility shall be dependent on the maintenance of a minimum cumulative GPA of 2.0 on a 4.0 scale.
[New; local, conferences and national (NCAA legislation)]
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2.4.3

The campus academic advising structure or the office of the chief academic officer should have oversight

of and regularly review the academic advising of student-athletes. [COJA 2003 Framework for
Comprehensive Athletics Reform section J. 4; local and national (NCAA certification)]
2.4.4

Athletic academic advisors should be appointed by and work for the campus academic advising structure

and not solely for the Athletics Department. [COJA 2003 Framework for Comprehensive Athletics
Reform section 1.4, local and national (NCAA certifIcation)]

I
3.1

Campus Governance of Intercollegiate Athletics
Each NCAA member institution should establish a Campus Athletic Board. The charge of this Board
should be to monitor and oversee campus intercollegiate athletics. A majority of Board members should be

tenured faculty who should be appointed or elected through rules established by the campus faculty
governance body. The Faculty Athletic Representative should be an ex officio voting or non-voting
member of the Board. The chair of the Board should be a senior (tenured) faculty member. An Athletic
Director should not be chair. [COJA 2004 Campus Athletics Governance - the Faculty Role section 2B;
local and national (NCAA legislation)]
3.2

Major athletic department decisions (e.g., hiring of the athletic director and key athletic department
personnel, changes in the total number of intercollegiate sports, initiation of major capital projects, etc.)
should be made in consultation with the Campus Athletic Board and leaders of the campus faculty
governance body and appropriate faculty committee(s). [COJA 2005 Report to NCAA Presidential Task
Force section VII recommendation Ib; local and national (NCAA certifìcation)]

3.3

The Faculty Athletic Representative (FAR) should be appointed by the University President based on
recommendation by the campus faculty governance body. The FAR appointment should be made for a
specific temi and a review of the performance of the FAR should take place prior to reappointment. Such a
review should include meaningful participation by the campus faculty governance body, or the Campus
Athletic Board. [COJA 2004 Campus Athletics Governance - the Faculty Role section lB; local and
national (NCAA certification)]

3.4

The Athletic Director, Faculty Athletic Representative and the Campus Athletic Board chair should report
orally and in writing at least once a year to the campus faculty governance body. Their reports should
include a focus on academic benchmarks including the APR, GSR, graduation rates and the percentage and
progress of student athlete special admits. [COJA 2005 Report to NCAA Presidential Task Force section
VII recommendation I c; local, conferences and national (NCAA certification)]

3.5

Leaders of canipus faculty governance body should report annually to the University President (1) that the
faculty has been able to fulfill its responsibilities in regard to athletic governance, or (2) that it has not, in
which case the report should specify the obstacles that have prevented it from doing so. These reports
should be made available to the NCAA during re-certification [COJA 2004 Campus Athletics Governance the Faculty Role section 3A, local and national (NCA4 certification)]

4.
4.1

Fiscal Responsibility
The Athletic Department's budgets, revenues and expenditures should be transparent and aligned with the
mission, goals and values of the institution. The University President should take the lead to ensure that
fiscal reports, including dash board indicators as listed in the 2006 NCAA Presidential Task Force report,
are issued annually and made available to the campus faculty governance body. The President should work
closely with faculty leaders, existing faculty committees, and athletic department personnel to achieve these
goals. [COJA 2005 report to NCAA Presidential Task Force section I, local, conferences and national
(NCAA certification)]
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SUMMARY
The Coalition on Intercollegiate Athletics (COJA) is an alliance of 55 Division IA faculty senates whose
mission is to provide a national faculty voice on intercollegiate sports issues. Our underlying premise is
that intercollegiate athletics, while providing positive benefits to athletes, the campus and the broader
community, at times clashes with the educational goals and mission of our institutions. These conflicts,
which by many measures are on the increase, have the potential of undermining the values and aims of
higher education. This paper identifies the cunent, mai or challenges facing intercollegiate athletics and
offers a set of proposals that are meant to enable college sports to be integrated into the overall academic
mission and remain a positive force on our campuses.

This paper is the result of a lengthy deliberative and revision process. The initial version was developed
over the period of January through March 2007 by the COJA Steering Committee in consultation with
the NCAA leadership. A second draft was prepared by the COJA Steering Committee and sent out for
evaluation to many external groups including the NCAA, the Association of Governing Boards (AGB),

the Faculty Athletics Representatives Association (FARA), the Division IA Athletics Directors
Association, the Division IA Faculty Athletics Representatives (DIA FARs), the Knight Commission,

the American Association of University Professors (AAUP), the College Sports Project, and the
National Association of Athletic Academic Advisors (N4A). Their thoughtful comments formed the

basis for a third draft which was reviewed by all COJA faculty senates in early May 2007.
Representatives of COJA member senates met at Stanford in mid-May 2007 to revise the third draft. The
final version was formally adopted by a vote of the entire COJA membership in June 2007.

The 28 proposals in this paper cover four major areas of concern: academic integrity and quality,
student-athlete welfare, campus governance of intercollegiate athletics, and fiscal responsibility. The
level of implementation - local, conference, and/or national - is identified for each proposal. This paper
is meant to stimulate dialog at these various levels with the ultimate goal of having these proposals
accepted as standard working policies and practices.

Proposals earmarked for local action should initially be addressed by the campus governance body,
usually the Faculty Senate or equivalent, in close consultation with the campus Faculty Athletics
Representative (FAR) and the Campus Athletics Board (or equivalent) where applicable. Success of
these proposals on each campus will ultimately depend on the commitment and leadership exhibited by
the University President (i.e., the head administrator of the campus on which the student-athletes are
registered). We strongly urge each University President to take an active role in addressing the issues
and proposals raised in this paper. The COJA understands that not all local proposals will be appropriate
for all institutions because each school has its own unique atmosphere, faculty governance system and
athletics department. We hope each institution will carefully review the proposals in this paper and
initiate a campus wide dialog resulting in the adoption of those proposals that fit local needs and
strengthen the academic mission.

Several proposals in this paper are focused at the conference level. The FARs are the institutional
liaisons to the conferences and as such are in the best position to evaluate and champion this group of
proposals. The COJA encourages FARs to work closely with their conference commissioners and
university presidents to discuss, promote and accept these proposals.

Most reforms próposed here can only be implemented successfully at the national level. Five require
changes in or enforcement of existing NCAA legislation. The rest are proposed as best practices to
become part of the NCAA certification process. The COJA continues to work closely with NCAA
leaders to formulate strategies enabling these proposals to be adopted as national policies and best
practices.
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APPENIIX A: LIST OF PROPOSALS
1.1

Institutional Admission and Recruitin Policies

1.1.1

Student-athletes should be admitted based on their potential for academic success and not primarily on
their athletic contribution to the institution. General admissions policies should be the same for all
students,

student-athletes and non-student-athletes. Campus administrators and campus faculty

governance bodies should work together to develop admission policies consistent with the educational

mission of the institution. [COJA 2005 Report to NCAA Presidential Task Force Section

VIII

recommendations I-3 & goal 2; local and national (NCAA certification)]
1.1.2

The academic profiles of freshmen or transfer student-athletes as a group and by sport should be similar
to those of the entering freshman class or the non-athlete transfer cohort, as applicable. Data on the
academic profiles of entering student-athletes and non-student-athletes should be reviewed at least
annually by the Campus Athletics Board or the campus faculty governance body. [COJA 2005 Report to
NC'AA Presidential Task Force section VIII recommendations 1-3 & goal 2; local and national (NcAA
certifIcation,)]

1.1.3

Special admissions of freshman and transfer student-athletes should reflect the same philosophy as special
admissions of non-student-athletes. Data on the academic performance of student-athlete special admits
should be reviewed at least annually by the Campus Athletic Board or the campus faculty governance
body. /New; local and national (NCAA certification)]

1.1.4

Faculty should be involved in developing and overseeing campus policies regarding recruiting of student
athletes. [New; local and national (NCAA certification)]

1.2

The Primacy of Academics

1.2.1

No academic programs or majors should be designed specifically for student-athletes or created for the
purpose of allowing student-athletes to maintain their eligibility. Qualified student-athletes should be

allowed and in fact encouraged to pursue the major of their choice and to have the same access to
academic classes and programs as other students without explicit or implicit athletic consequences. Data
on student-athletes' choice of major should be gathered and evaluated by the campus faculty governance
body or the Campus Athletic Board and should also be provided to all prospective recruits. [New; local
and national (NCAA certification)]
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1.2.2

To preserve academic integrity, the campus faculty governance body or the Campus Athletic Board
should monitor student-athlete enrollment by course. [COJA 2005 Academic Integrity in Intercollegiate
Athletics section 3.1; local and national (NCAA certfication)]

1.2.3

Academic Progress Rate (APR), Graduation Success Rate (GSR) and other available graduation rate data

should be reviewed annually by the campus faculty governance body to sustain processes that will
improve the academic success and graduation rates of student-athletes. [New; local and national (NCAA
certification)]
1.2.4

The NCAA should continue to enforce rigorously contemporaneous and historical penalties for teams and
institutions that fail to meet NCAA APR and GSR standards. [New; national (enforcement of existing
NCAA legislation)]

1.2.5

To ensure that student-athletes are acquiring the educational foundation leading to a degree, athletic
eligibility shall be dependent on the maintenance of a minimum cumulative GPA of 2.0 on a 4.0 scale.
[New; local, conferences and national (NCAA legislation)]

2.1

Athletics Scholarships

2.1.1

Athletics scholarships should be awarded on. a year-by-year basis with the presumption that they should
be renewed up to four times for a total award of five years, or until graduation, whichever comes first, for
students who are in good academic standing, conform to campus codes for student behavior, conform to
the athletics department's standards of conduct, and adhere to team rules. Institutions should establish

criteria and a mechanism for revoking a scholarship. The final authority for revoking a scholarship
should rest with the campus' chief financial aid officer or with the chief academic officer. A student
awarded an athletics scholarship who is no longer participating in athletics should be counted against the

NCAA maximum number of awards for that sport, unless the scholarship is revoked. /COJA 2005
Academic Integrity in Intercollegiate Athletics section 2.1; local and national (NCAA legislation)]

2.2

Competition and Practice Scheduling

2.2.1

Individual athletic competitions, as distinct from conference, regional and national tournaments and
championships, shall not be scheduled during final exam periods unless an exception is granted by the
Campus Athletics Board or equivalent. [COlA 2005 Academic Inte.grity in Jntercollgiate Athletics
section 4.3.6; local, conferences, and national (NCAA legislation)]

2.2.2

Individual athletic competitions and associated travel should be scheduled to minimize lost class time.
Institutional policies designed to minimize lost class time should be described. [COJA 2005 Academic
Jntegritv in Intercollegiate Athletics section 4.3; local, conferences, and national (NCAA certification)]

2.2.3

Athletically-related activities (e.g., fonnal and informal practices, team meetings, and any activities at
which the attendance of student-athletes is required) should be scheduled outside the prime times for
academic classes. Each institution should explain how it achieves this scheduling goal. [New; local,
conferences and national (NCAA certification)]

2.3

Integration into Campus Life

2.3.1

Life skills and personal development programs for student-athletes should have as a goal the integration
of the student-athlete into the rest of the student population. These programs should help student-athletes
develop an appropriate balance between their athletic time requirements and their paramount need for
academic and social integration. Administrators, faculty and athletic departments should mitigate the
time demand on student-athletes to allow them to pursue the full range of educational experiences open to
other students. [COJA 2005 Report to NCAA Presidential Task Force section VII recommendation 2b &
2e; local, conferences, and national (NCAA certification)]
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2.4

Campus Integration of Academic Advising for Student-Athletes

2.4.1

Academic advising and academic support for student-athletes should be structured to give student-athletes
as valuable and meaningful an educational experience as possible and not just to maintain their athletic
eligibility. [COJA 2005 Report to NCAA Presidential Task Force section VII recommendation 2c; local,
conferences, and national (NCAA certification)]

2.4.2

The academic advising facility for student-athletes should be integrated into and report through the
existing academic advising structure and not through the Athletics Department. [COJA 2003 Framework
for Comprehensive Athletics Reform section J. 4; local and national (NCAA certification)]

2.4.3

The campus academic advising structure or the office of the chief academic officer should have oversight

of and regularly review the academic advising of student-athletes. [COJA 2003 Framework for
Comprehensive Athletics Reform section 1.4; local and national (NCAA certfìcation)]
2.4.4

Athletic academic advisors should be appointed by and work for the campus academic advising structure

and not solely for the Athletics Department. [COJA 2003 Framework for Comprehensive Athletics
Reform section 14; local and national (NCAA certfìcation)]

3.
3.1

Cam us Governance of Intercolle late Athletics
Each NCAA member institution should establish a Campus Athletic Board. The charge of this Board
should be to monitor and oversee campus intercollegiate athletics. A majority of Board members should be

tenured faculty who should be appointed or elected through rules established by the campus faculty
governance body. The Faculty Athletic Representative should be an ex officio voting or non-voting
member of the Board. The chair of the Board should be a senior (tenured) faculty member. An Athletic
Director should not be chair. [COJA 2004 Campus Athletics Governance - the Faculty Role section 2B;
local and national (NCAA legislation)]
3.2

Major athletic department decisions (e.g., hiring of the athletic director and key athletic department
personnel, changes in the total number of intercollegiate sports, initiation of major capital projects, etc.)
should be made in consultation with the Campus Athletic Board and leaders of the campus faculty
governance body and appropriate faculty committee(s). [COJA 2005 Report to NCAA Presidential Task
Force section VII recommendation ib; local and national (NCAA certification)]

3.3

The Faculty Athletic Representative (FAR) should be appointed by the University President based on
recommendation by the campus faculty governance body. The FAR appointment should be made for a
specific term and a review of the performance of the FAR should take place prior to reappointment. Such a
review should include meaningful participation by the campus faculty governance body, or the Campus
Athletic Board. fCOIA 2004 Campus Athletics Governance - the Faculty Role section iB; local and
national ('NCAA certification»

3.4

The Athletic Director, Faculty Athletic Representative and the Campus Athletic Board chair should report
orally and in writing at least once a year to the campus faculty governance body. Their reports should
include a focus on academic benchmarks including the APR, GSR, graduation rates and the percentage and
progress of student athlete special admits. [COJA 2005 Report to NCAA Presidential Task Force section
VII recommendation ic, local, conferences and national (NC'AA certJìcation»

3.5

Leaders of campus faculty governance body should report annually to the University President (1) that the
faculty has been able to fulfill its responsibilities in regard to athletic governance, or (2) that it has not, in
which case the report should specify the obstacles that have prevented it from doing so. These reports
should be made available to the NCAA during re-certification [COJA 2004 Campus Athletics Governance the Faculty Role section 3A; local and national (NCAA certification)]
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4.

Fiscal Responsibility

4.1

The Athletic Department's budgets, revenues and expenditures should be transparent and aligned with the
mission, goals and values of the institution. The University President should take the lead to ensure that
fiscal reports, including dash board indicators as listed in the 2006 NCAA Presidential Task Force report,
are issued annually and made available to the campus faculty governance body. The President should work
closely with faculty leaders, existing faculty committees, and athletic department personnel to achieve these
goals. [COJA 2005 report to NCAA Presidential Task Force section J; local, conferences and national
(NCAA certification)]

4.2

The overall annual growth rate in the Athletic Department's operating expenditures should be no greater
than the overall annual growth rate in the university's operating expenditures. [New; local, conferences and
national (NCAA certfìcation)]

4.3

The athletic department budget should be integrated into the university general budget process where
feasible. The proposed athletic department budget should be evaluated by the same process as the budget
for academic units. [COJA 2005 report to NCAA Presidential Task Force section I; local and national
(NCAA certification)]

4.4

The University President should take the appropriate steps to fuse athletic fundraising efforts into those of
the rest of the university, including eliminating separate, athletic-only 501 (c)(3) entities and establishing
faculty representation on the board of the institutional fund-raising entity [New; local and national (NCAA
certification)]

4.5

Commercialization policies in athletics should be comparable to other commercialization policies
conducted throughout the University and should include meaningful faculty participation in their oversight.
[New; local and national (NCAA certfìcation)J
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RECONFIGURING UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION
AT

THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA

A White Paper'
Summary
This white paper presents a proposal for reconfiguring the undergraduate program at the
University of Arizona (UA) in order to enhance our ability to meet the diverse needs of UA
students, to increase the throughput of qualified graduates and to provide the state with graduates
that will best serve its needs. The goal can be achieved only if the program recognizes and
accommodates the range of incoming student preparation, enabling students to proceed at a rate
determined by their level of accomplishment to an appropriate career. The program must also
recognize and meet the manifold needs of the state and especially its employers.
To achieve these goals we propose an undergraduate program structure with four levels of
accomplishment namely Foundation (Level I), Matriculation (Level II), Upper Division2 (Level
III) and Advanced (Level IV). Entry points for high school graduates would normally be at the
Foundation or Matriculation Levels depending on the student's level of academi.c preparation. We
also propose two degree exit points, following completion of the Upper Division or the Advanced
Level, arranged to articulate better with the different career paths of UA graduates. General
Education requirements, based on a core curriculum, would be met at the Foundation and
Matriculation Levels. In addition to the current majors programs, we also propose to expand the
number of programs leading to multi-disciplinary degreesthat is in combinations of subjects that
reflect the increasing breadth of education required by modem society.
Incoming students with superior preparation would enter at the Matriculation Level and could
graduate from Upper Division after three study years (90 units) or from the Advanced Level after
four study years (120 units). Adequately prepared students entering at the Foundation Level could
expect to graduate from the Upper Division after four study years (120) units and from the
Advanced Level after five study years (150 units)'. Progress would depend on accomplishment
and students would proceed at a pace and to a level determined by their own desires and
accomplishments.
We believe the proposed system would provide a better undergraduate experience for the vast
The present White Paper is an updated version of a proposal originally made by a faculty group in 1995. The authors
of that version are listed in Appendix E.
2
this would correspond approximately to the current graduation requirement.
This barely fits into the current upper limit for tuition relief but seems well worthwhile for those who meet the
requirements for proceeding to the advanced level.
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majority of students because it more readily accommodates the widely differing goals and needs of
UA students. It leaves all career paths open to students meeting Regents' entrance qualifications
and provides achievement incentives to students and high schools. The reconfiguration can be
accomplished through steady evolution from the current program.
We request that readers view this White Paper as an attempt to suggest a general approach to
improving the undergraduate experience at the UA. The two underlying principles are (1) a
combination of flexibility in accommodating different student needs; and (2) rigor in maintaining
standards. The goal is to have students advance through the system as they master previous work
so that the value of their degree is maintained. We recognize that the details of the structure
outlined in this White Paper cannot be applied directly to all areas of study at the UA; we do,
however, believe that the underlying principles can and should be so applied.
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Undergraduate Program Reconfiguration
Goal. The interests of the State of Arizona are best served by a well educated work force at
all levels of endeavor. This is especially true for individuals at the higher level of intellectual
capability since they will in generai provide leadership in enhancing the overall technical,
economic and cultural activity within the state. Education of these individuals is the function of
the universities and enhancing their quality is therefore a key to the state's future. For this reason,
President Robert Shelton has stated a goal for the University of Arizona (UA) of achieving a
ranking among the top ten public research universities. Reaching that goal requires simultaneous
achievement of excellence in the areas of teaching, research and service to the conununity. A key
element in this endeavor is the creation of an outstanding undergraduate program. This must be
accomplished while at least maintaining the high standards already established in other areas of
the University's mission.
The purpose of this White Paper is to suggest some ways in which improvements to the
undergraduate program might be accomplished. It builds upon an earlier White Paper published in
1995. Some of the recommendations of that earlier document have been implemented, albeit
haltingly. Nonetheless much remains to be done if the UA is to develop an undergraduate program
worthy of its "top ten" aspirations. Indeed the basic problems have changed only slightly in the
interim and are listed below.

Problems with the UA Undergraduate Program. The problems include:
Failure of roughly 40 percent of the incoming freshman class to graduate in six years;
Lack of an effective way to handle the wide range of college preparedness of the freshman
class, with many students lacking even basic skills and incoming SAT scores ranging from

below 750 to above i500;
e.

Failure of 3 0-40% of the entering freshman in the lower range of SAT or similar scores to
return for a second year (see Appendix A);

Difficulty on the part of many students in selecting appropriate courses from the huge
"smorgasbord" of offerings and requirements; this is especially true for the less well prepared
students andlor those with no clear concepts of career goals;
Weak connection, for many students, between enrollment in majors and the skills (even
broadly defined) needed in their subsequent careers;

f

A perception of the university as a large, amorphous and uncaring entity that does not deal

Some students, high schools and colleges maybe moving away from SAT scores even though (or perhaps because) the
SA T score is such an accurate predictor q(academic success.
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with the needs of distinct groups of students;
g.

Failure to provide adequately for superior students resulting in their departure from the UA
before graduating (see discussion below).

We believe the UA undergraduate program faces a special problem compared to its Association of
American Universities (AAU) peers because of the exceptionally wide range of entering student
preparedness5. As shown in Figure 1 and in Appendix A, this range and distribution essentially
guarantees a low graduating percentage - independent of any other variable. We estimate (see
Appendix A) that, among students admitted, approximately 75 percent have no more than
'Adequate Preparation" and require further basic general education in order to proceed with a
meaningful college education.6 The remaining 25 percent may be described as having
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Figure 1. Graduation rates for the UA 1992-2002 first time/full-time freshman are shown as a
function of intake SA T score for both resident and non-resident students (see Appendix A). Also
shown is the relationship between average graduation rate and average incoming SAT score for a
sample ofAA Upublic universities (see Appendix A; Table Al). The position of the UA in this plot
is noteworthy.

51t should be noted that Arizona currently has the second fastest growth, nationwide, in high school graduates; 90
percent of this growth is among Hispanic students a circumstance which UA must also recognize in its planning.
6infact -. 28% offreshn2an require remedial work ofsome kind in Math; the corresponding numbers in English
composition are similar. This situation appears to have improved somewhat over the last decade as a result of
both increased high school requirements and re-calibration of criteria.
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"Superior Preparation" which should allow them to proceed directly to more advanced studies.
Providing appropriate paths for the better prepared students should make the UA program more
attractive to them and hence lead to an increase in their number - thereby benefiting all involved.

The most important step toward improving the graduation rate - and hence public perception of the
undergraduate program - would be to increase the average level of preparedness of incoming
students. The data of Figure 1 suggest that, while the UA is graduating a comparable percentage of
students with lower SAT scores as are its peers, it is doing worse than its peers in graduating
students with the highest SAT scores. This in turn suggests that these better prepared students are
leaving the T.JA before they graduate perhaps to attend other schools with a more challenging
program. Our goal is, of course to increase the output of well qualified graduates from the UA, i.e.
to increase the graduation rate while maintaining the standards associated with a UA degree.

Conditions Associated with Change. The changes in the undergraduate program should,
if: possible, meet the following criteria. They should:
3.

Be consistent with the needs and resourôes of the students, the state and its employers;
Exert positive performance pressure on the high schools and their students;
e.

Encourage good students to enter and stay at the UA;
Enhance the critical thinking skills and problem solving abilities of all students;
Be flexible enough to meet the needs both of those requiring specialized training and those
desiring a more general education;
Let students proceed at a pace that suits their abilities, motivation and financial
circumstances;
Recognize that most of the students will not proceed to academic careers and that many have
no need of a "specialist" education.
Given the rapidly growing demands for higher education in Arizona (both from students and
employers) expand the rate of production of suitably qualified graduates.

i.

From normal considerations of cost-effectiveness, ensure that the total UA student population
does not decline significantly and perhaps grows.

A core general education curriculum is needed to guarantee that incoming students develop the
necessary basic skills and fundamental knowledge both to proceed to more advanced education
and to be well prepared for life in the 21st century, This involves skills in communicating and
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reasoning and an appreciation of the cultural, social and scientific framework within which the
student will live. This core provides the foundation upon which further studies can be undertaken
successfully.
In implementing the core curriculum, we need to take care of students at all levels of preparedness.
We should avoid having students repeat subject matter which they already understand (there is
nothing worse for student morale than to mark time). Care should also be taken to ensure that
students with inadequate preparation do not proceed to levels where failure is inevitable. Both of
these conditions imply a need for performance-based rather than time-based progress evaluations.
It is critical that such a system be implemented and operated effectively.

At more advanced levels, there is a continuing need for "specialist" or "professional" training for
both undergraduate and graduate students. This has been the traditional product of universities like
the UA and the quality of this part of the program must be maintained or improved7.
However, there is apparently also an increasing demand for a more broadly based educational
program that produces graduates capable of meeting the rapidly changing requirements of modern
society. This type of undergraduate program, which is in many ways more challenging than
specialist training for both students and faculty, is also increasingly perceived as a good basis for
some professions (e.g. law, public service8 etc.). This component of the UA program should be
strengthened, while preserving or enhancing the quality of the "specialist" programs. Both are
required to meet the future needs of the state.
We are now at a watershed. If we ensure that students are better prepared at each stage and permit
students to progress at their own individual optimum rate, the program will improve both in
perception and in reality. If we slow down the better students, they will go elsewhere; if we
overwhelm the less prepared students they will fail. In either case the problems of the
undergraduate program will be perceived to worsen.

Proposed Restructuring. In order to address the above problems and achieve the stated
goals, we propose to restructure the UA undergraduate program to reflect four levels of
accomplishment through which a student may progress at a rate and to a level determined by
his/her own needs and efforts.
4.

There would be two levels at which freshmen may enter, depending on their level of preparedness.
There would also be two degree levels ("standard" and "APS or Advanced!
'Indeed, very well prepared entering students, who already have clear career plans, should have the opportunity to
begin work immediately on their area of special ization.
8

outstanding and long established example is provided by the Politics, Philosophy and Economics (PPE)
sequence at Oxford University. It is also possi ble to conceive of interdisciplinary sequences designedforpre.-Law,
pre-Med, pre-Ed students.
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ProfessionallSpecialist" see discussion below and Appendix D), corresponding to different
levels of academic accomplishment and oriented toward different career goals. In considering the
proposed structure, it is essential to recognize that the levels denote accomplishment or
performance, not length of time. Well defined measures of achievement at each level are,
therefore, essential. The proposed structure is illustrated schematically in Figure 2, in which a
"study year" refers to the annual load carried by a full time student (or roughly 30 units).

Study
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Figure 2. Schematic illustrating the dfferent student paths depending on preparedness, career
goals, university accomplishment etc. There are at least Iwo entry points (corresponding to the
Foundation and Matriculation levels of accomplishment) and two exit points (corresponding to the
completion of Upper Division or Advanced level work).
The purpose of each level would be as follows:

Level I - Foundation Level. This level would be the normal ently point for most students (roughly
75 percent) who are admitted to the University. Its purpose would be to provide students with the
basic general education and skills required to proceed with a university education. A full time
student would normally spend one year completing Foundation Level requirements.
The following subjects might be included at the Foundation Level: basic mathematics, English

These designations are arbitrary and temporary and are used here only as placeholders . One might consider
"General "for Standard and "With Honors in (specialization) "for APS. Final designations remain to be chosen
and must ultimately be approved by the faculty and the Board ofRegents.
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composition, a foreign language, basic science, social studies and humanities. Much of this
material is already part of the curriculum offered at the UA. Foundation Level courses might be
offered (optional) on a Pass/Fail basis; performance in them would provide the criteria for
advancement to Level II. Students that cannot meet these criteria should be counseled to pursue
other careers.
Students could test out of Level I either by performing sufficiently well in placement exams set by
the University or by presenting Achievement Test or Advanced Placement results or simply on the
basis of UA Academic Index (see Appendix B). Students who can satisfi the Foundation Level
requirements upon entry should proceed directly to Level II (or higher). (Any of these criteria
would encourage greater levels of effort in the high schools, especially in the senior year).

Students well prepared in some areas but not in others might be permitted to proceed to some of
the Level II courses in areas of demonstrated competence while completing Level I requirements
in the others. It would also be possible to admit to Level I a limited number of students who would
otherwise be in their senior year at high school. Admission would be on a competitive basis with
some preference given to those whose high schools cannot provide the necessaiy level of course
work. (Such programs are reported to be working well at some other state universities).
Level II - Matriculation Level. Level II would contain the more advanced components of the
general education core curriculum. These would be developed by the individual Faculties
(Humanities, Science, Social and Behavioral Sciences, etc.) and would normally be taken by all
Matriculation Level students. Broad "integrating" courses (two semester six unit sequences in
each Faculty) would provide the student with an overview of the study area in question. (The
nature of integrating courses in the general area that includes that of specialization requires further
discussion)
Matriculation Level students would be expected to select and to begin taking courses in pursuit of
a chosen major or leading to a "Multidisciplinary Studies (MDS)" degree. For some students,
these might be viewed as "pre-major" programs and would give students and faculty an
opportunity to decide whether or not the program choice was appropriate for the individual
involved. Career counseling services should be provided to guide students at this stage. A full time
student would normally expect to complete the Matriculation Level in one year. A Certificate of
Matriculation might be provided for those who complete Level II requirements so that even those
that leave at this stage would have some recognition of their accomplishment. Matriculation Level
might have an honors program similar to that currently offered by UA.
In addition to the "integrating" general education courses, a reduced suite of courses for non-major
general studies would also be offered at the Matriculation Level, along with courses in the
student's major field. The number of such additional courses required would be left to the faculty
in individual majors programs (specialist or multi-disciplinary) and would in part be determined
by the other requirements of the major concerned. The individual faculties may also set
Matriculation Level accomplishment criteria for admission to their programs leading to Level IV
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studies, when these are required. University wide criteria would apply for programs leading to
Level III.
Students who arrive at the University with truly exceptional capabilities or accomplishments may
be permitted to skip all or part of the Matriculation Level and proceed directly to Level III in their
area of specialization. The decision on individual cases would be made by the faculty concerned.
Such students would normally undertake a Level IV program of study and could, in any case, not
graduate with less than 90 credit units (three study years).
According to current ABOR policies, graduates of two-year colleges and appropriately qualified
transfer students from other universities would also be eligible to proceed directly to level III,
upon approval of the faculty concerned.
Levels III - Upper Division (2 years). Upon satisfactory completion of Level II, students would
proceed to the major and faculty of their choice (either specialist or multidisciplinary). Upper
Division curricula would contain much the same course structure as is currently in place and full
time students should expect to spend two years in completing this part of the program. Upon
completion of Upper Division studies, the student would be eligible to receive a Standard9
baccalaureate degree that would represent a level of accomplishment similar to the current average
degree award at the UA. A student could also elect to continue studies at Level IV, leading to an
Advanced/Professional/Specialist9 ("APS") baccalaureate degree or to an "accelerated Master's"
degree (see below).
For students not wishing to pursue one of the "specialist" majors as currently defined in existing
colleges, we propose to expand the multi-disciplinary programs leading to an MDS degree granted
under the auspices of University College. The purpose is to provide options for students who
desire a broader education that is well suited to the general employment opportunities within the
state - and the needs of many employers in both the public and private sectors. The existence of
such a program will also help solve the current problem of students in search of any major that
will accept them; it will also allow the specialist programs to elevate their standards and so
encourage superior students to stay in Arizona.
We envisage the MDS program to involve a limited number of subject combinations with courses
selected largely from those already offered by the various departments and colleges. Thus an
Arizona PPE degree might involve courses selected from/taught by the Political Science,
Philosophy and Economics Departments. Another possibility might be a general science degree
with courses drawn from both the physical and life sciences and perhaps statistics and oriented to
potential science teachers, science writers, patent attorneys, technical managers to cite a few
examples. A combination of psychology, a foreign language arid marketing might also appeal to
students entertaining a career in international sales.'° Some programs of this kind are already
We understand that an MDS program in the three areas of Commerce, Political Science, and Spanish is under
consideration for those students that will not proceed to advanced standing in the Eller College ofBusiness and
Public Administration.
O
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underway but are not as well established and/or recognized as we believe desirable. We suggest
that some well defined groupings be added in consultation with employer organizations within the
state. These offerings can then be adapted and expanded in the light of experience - especially
with employment prospects. Since graduation standards must be maintained, this program would
probably only have a second-order effect on the graduation rate. It would, however, provide an
alternative path for students whose options are currently disjoint from their career goals.
For most students, whether in traditional or multi-disciplinary majors, the normai undergraduate
course of study would end with the completion of Upper Division and the award of a standard
degree. Those in traditional majors that wish to proceed to Graduate or Professional School would
normally continue to Level IV - or proceed directly to an "Accelerated Masters" where such a
program is available and appropriate (see discussion below). In some subjects, this may require
some adjustment in Upper Division curricula (e.g. special courses) for the students involved. In
others, good performance in Upper Division may be sufficient to permit students to begin work
early on the Level IV degree requirements.
Level IV - Advanced Level. After satisfactory completion of Upper Division studies (and, in
certain subjects, a special course of study during that time) a student could elect to proceed to
Level IV, the most advanced undergraduate level. The student could expect to complete the
Advanced Level in one year and would then receive an APS Degree9. The expected level of
performance for an APS Degree would be set so that those students who receive such a degree
have a high probability of being admitted to a recognized graduate or professional school in their
field of study if they so desire. Quality will be calibrated in most fields through the GRE or similar
exams. Specifically, students with a high GPA at the Advanced Level should do correspondingly
well on the GRE and similar exams; the internal grade scale would be adjusted to meet this
requirement. (cf Appendix D for details of the advanced program at the ANU).
An alternative path would lead the student directly to an "Accelerated Masters" degree, a concept
now being implemented in a number of degree programs. Depending on the field of study this
might involve one or two additional years of study but might be especially attractive in certain
fields such as Engineering (see Appendix D for details of the Biochemistry Master's program).
The proposed Level structure is further illustrated in Figure 3 which also shows articulation to
high schools, community colleges, graduate and/or professional school and to the work force.
Time to Graduate. For a full time student, who entered the University with adequate preparation,
the expected time to graduate with a Standard Degree would be four years (120 units), while an
APS Degree would take five (150 units). A full time student with superior preparation could
graduate with a standard Degree after three years (90 units) and with an APS Degree after four
(120 units). Only a student with adequate preparation seeking an APS Degree would obviously
require more than 120 units of credit to graduate. (Appendix C contains a discussion of the work
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Figure 3. The proposed Level structure is illustrated showing the two normal entry points for high
school students at the Foundation (I) and Matriculation (II) Levels - as well as the option for truly
exceptional students to proceed directly to Upper Division (III). Students may conclude their
studies with the award of either a Standard or an APS baccalaureate degree following satisfactory
completion of studies in Upper Division (III) and Advanced Level (IV) respectively. They would
then join the work force or, alternatively, proceed to graduate or professional school. The role of
University College in monitoring the General Education and Multi-disciplinary Studies programs
is also shown. [Note Level III consists of two study years; all other levels are one study year.]
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load required of a full time student and the impact of student employment on time-to-graduate.)
Degrees. While not essential, we nonetheless suggest that some distinction be made between
degrees at the Standard and APS levels. The issue is discussed in Appendix D. One possibility is
to reserve the designation BA for a Standard degree and to use existing (or in some cases new)
specialist designations for APS degrees (e.g., BS, BFA, BLit. etc). Another involves using the
qualifier "Honors" for the advance degree. Many other designations are possible - and there is
some advantage to sticking as closely as possible to existing names for familiar concepts.
(Appendix D also contains further information on an Accelerated Master's Program in
Biochemistiy at UA and an Advance Bachelors' Degree program at the Australian National
University.)
Cost Concerns. While it is true that the proposed reconfiguration involves some additional effort,
it is not clear that the overall expense would rise dramatically. The reason for this is that the restructuring would involve two course ladders that are already in existence, namely the standard
courses leading, after completion of Level Ill, to a Standard degree and the honors sequence,
which could be modified to take care of those electing to proceed to Level IV and an APS degree.
This would involve some changes to the current honors program in that the class size might well
expand as the fraction of students taking the APS sequence grows - one goal of the
reconfiguration. The question of cost does, however, require more careful analysis before
embarking on major change.

Additional Considerations. While section 4 contains the principal elements of our
restructuring proposal, a number of additional options have been discussed and these are described
in further detail below.
5.

University College. In the current proposal, the purpose of University College is two-fold, namely
to:

provide a "home" for up to two years of general education for entering students, until they
identify their major department or course of subsequent study; and
serve as an Upper Division coordinating vehicle for those seeking an MDS (non-specialist)
degree.
University College would thus serve the student who either seeks a general education as an
outcome or has not yet achieved the level of general preparedness required to commence more
advanced or specialized work.

University College courses would normally be taught by faculty in the existing colleges, which
would also provide faculty mentors or advisors. Essentially all teaching faculty in the Humanities,
Science and Social Studies would, therefore, have an appointment and responsibilities in
University College in addition to their college specific duties. A Dean and some staff would be
required to administer the program and to coordinate with the specialist colleges. They might be
appointed from the specialist faculties on a rotating basis, thereby ensuring close coordination of
academic programs and standards.
Version March
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Accomplishment Levels. As noted above, Levels J-IV represent levels of accomplishment. The
plan requires that a student demonstrate performance at a lower level before proceeding to a
higher one. It is, therefore, necessary to establish a well-understood means of defining these levels.
Some definition is provided by entities external to the university, such as SAT, ACT, AP at the
entry level and by GRE, LSAT, MSAT and similar scores for graduates. The other
accomplishment levels will have to be set internally but in careful registration with the external
measures at initiation and conclusion of the students' sojourn at the UA.

Probably the greatest problems will be at the Foundation Level. It is suggested that the required
performance for completion of Foundation Level be calibrated in terms of College Board
Achievement Tests, Advanced Placement or similar criteria, (see Appendix B for discussion of the
use of Academic Index in this context). This would serve the purpose of specificity and provide
easier articulation with high schools both in Arizona and out-of-state. Foundation Level students
would be tested internally for advancement to Matriculation Level (through their normal course
accomplishments). Students could test out of the Foundation Level either by presenting
Achievement Test or Advanced Placement résults or by performing sufficiently well in placement
exams set by the University. The actual level of performance required would be set by the
individual faculties involved. Students would normally be permitted to proceed to Level II only
when they are able to meet the performance criteria.
At Levels III and IV, external standards are already set in terms of entry to graduate school which
is itself frequently determined by GRE scores or similar indi ces Another calibration is provided
by the standard accreditation processes. The Provost, in consultation with the Deans of individual
colleges will need to set and maintain internal standards by reference to these external measures.
Students doing well by internal measures should (statistically) do well on external tests also.
The requirements for completion of Level II (and in some circumstance of Level III) will have to
be set largely internally. They will need careful articulation with programs at two year colleges. In
setting completion criteria for Level II, each degree program should establish what additional
general education (beyond the Foundation Level and the three integrating courses of the
Matriculation Level) is needed to satisfy its requirements.
6.

Advantages of the Proposed Restructuring. The structure outlined above could bring the

following benefits. It would:

Provide a basic framework and platform which is more comprehensible and less threatening to
the incoming student, while still retaining substantial flexibility;
Ensure that the student has developed a foundation of knowledge and skills before proceeding
either into an area of specialization or more advanced multi-disciplinary studies - thereby also
reducing the likelihood of failure;
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Permit the well prepared or especially talented student to proceed more rapidly, thereby
increasing the probability that the student will enter and remain at the UA;
Make it clear to students that progress depends on their own performance;

Allow classes to be offered to groups of students that are at more closely similar preparation
levels; this is more effective for students as well as more economical;
Accommodate the needs of students requiring a more general education, for which there is
increasing demand.
Encourage better preparation of students at the high schools through student and parent
(including cost) pressures;
Create a greater collegial atmosphere among faculty fulfilling part of their teaching obligation
through University College (it would also encourage the "schools" concept for teaching courses
required for specialists);
Help raise the overall intellectual level of the undergraduate program by increasing the
attractiveness of the UA to better prepared students.
Provide improved potential for undergraduates, especially those in the APS programs, to
become involved in the research activities of the University.
The likely result of implementing this program is an overall improvement in the level of
undergraduate performance and in public perception of the "value" of an undergraduate education
at the UA. Such improvement is an essential element of a program to place the UA among the top
10 public research universities in the nation.

Concluding Remarks. This White Paper has been prepared by a group of interested faculty not
as a prescription to be adopted in its entirety but rather as a stimulus for discussion leading to an
overall enhancement of the UA's undergraduate program. It certainly contains suggestions that
would differentiate the UA from many of its peers, hopefully in a positive way as viewed from the
student perspective. Some action in regard to the undergraduate program is, in any case, necessaiy
if the UA is to achieve its goal of a "top ten publics" ranking.
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APPENDIX A

Graduation Rate
The graduation rate from a university is dependent on a number of factors. Principal among them
is the quality and/or level of preparedness of the incoming students. While a combination of high
school grades and SAT scores is a better predictor of university performance, the SAT score alone
gives a good measure of the likelihood of graduating.
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Figure Al. Graduation rates for UA 1992-2002 first time/full-time freshman class are shown as a
function of intake SAT score for both resident and non-resident students. Also shown are the
average graduation rates for the public universities listed in Table A] as a function ofaverage
incoming SAT score. The position of the UA is noteworthy.
Figure Al shows the dependence of overall graduation rate on average intake SAT at AAU Public
Universities. The data, which are listed in Table Al, have been taken from the Consortium for
Student Retention Data Exchange, May 2006 reports. They demonstrate a clear correlation
between average freshman SAT score and six year graduation rate at the institutions listed. Also
shown in Figure Al is how the probability of graduating in six years from the University of
Arizona varies with SAT score for both in-state (resident) and out-of-state (non-resident)
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Average SAT
Score (2004 class)
1140
1176
1137
1120

Public University

University of Buffalo, State University of New York
Stony Brook University, State Uni. of New York
University of Kansas
University of Arizona
University of Minnesota, Twin Cities
University of Nebraska, Lincoln
University of Oregon
University of Iowa
University of Missouri, Columbia
University of Colorado at Boulder
Purdue University
Ohio State University
Iowa State University
University of Pittsburgh
Rutgers, State University of New Jersey
University of Washington
University of Texas at Austin
University of Maryland at College Park
Michigan State University
Texas A&M University
University of Wisconsin, Madison
University of Florida
University of California, Santa Barbara
University of California, Irvine
University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign
University of California, Davis
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
University of California, San Diego
Pennsylvania State University()
University of California, Berkeley
University of California, Los Angeles
University of Michigan
University of Virginia

1183
1177
1114
1163
1142
1170
1149
1153
1131
1231
1226
1182
1230
1237
1137
1183

1274
1260
1182
1209
1274
1170
1287
1250
1200
1314
1290
1287
1330

% graduating
(1999) cohort
57%
59%
59%
59%
61%
63%
65%
66%
66%
66%
67%
68%
68%
70%
71%
74%
75%
76%
76%
77%
78%
79%
79%
80%
80%
80%
84%
84%
86%
87%
87%
87%
93%

Table A]. Average incoming student SATscore (2004 freshmen) vs graduation rate (for
1999 cohort) at 33AAU Public universities.
first-time, full-time freshman. The data are taken from a comprehensive summary prepared in
November 2006 by Richard Kroc II, the UA Assistant Vice-President, Enrollment Research; the
summary is reproduced in Table A2. The UA graduation rates at different intervals of SAT score
are generally consistent with the overall results for the AAU public universities. This consistency
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is evidence that degree standards for AAU universities, including the UA, are comparable.
The UA has found that its Academic Index (Al)'1, a combination of High School Academic GPA,
SAT scores and certain other criteria, is an even better predictor of performance at the university
level than SAT scores alone. Indeed the data in Table A2 are presented in terms of AI. Figure A2
illustrates the dependence on Al of six year graduation rate for both resident and non-resident
first-time, full-time freshman. It shows essentially the same result as Figure Al.
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Figure A2. UA graduation rates as a function of incoming Academic Index for the period 1992 to
2006. The trends are essentially the same as those shown in Figure Al using SATscore.

In Figure A3, we show the distribution of resident and non-resident first-time, full-time freshman
according to their AI. Also plotted in Figure A3 is the distribution of such students graduating
within six years. The comparison clearly illustrates the very substantial loss of low AI students
and hence the corresponding loss of the funds invested in them. This is especially true for the
resident students, where the state has provided a substantial subsidy toward their education.
The AI is a predictor of scholastic performance at the UA based principally on high school academic GPA and SAT score but
also including other variables such as AP/1BC units taken. Its formal range is O AI 300.
1
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Table A2. First-Time/Full-Time Freshmen by Academic Index

674
2,918
5,512
5,585
3,873
2,526
1,735
625

HC

3,223
3,812
5,164
6,110
6,272
6,607
5,594
3,209

>75 and <=100
>100 and <=125
>125 and <=150
>150 and <=175
>175 and <=200
>200 and <=225

>250 and <=275

Academic Index

>75 and <=100
>100 and <=125
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>150 and <=175
>175 and <=200
>200 and <=225
>225 and <=250
>250 and <=275

>l25and<=150

>225and<=250

HC

Academic Index

HS

3.87
3.96

:3.66

2.65
2.90
3,17
3.42

2.41

GPA
2.19
2.52
2.80
3.07
3.35
3.62
3.87
3.95

Acad.
GPA
1012
1032
1066
1086
1121
1160
1232
1355

SAT

27.4
30.2

25.1

21.2
21.4
21.9
22.7
23.7

ACT

2.40
2.63
2.85
3.10
3.43
3.65

2.21

2.03

UA Yr.
1 GPA
72.0%
70.0%
74.3%
76.6%
78.5%
80.0%
82.9%
89.3%

1 Ret.

UA Yr

81

114
138
163
188
213
237
264

18

3.54
3.72
3.86
3.94

.3.35

2.69
2.92
3.15
2.83
3.05
3.27
3.49
3.70
3.85
3.94

2.51

Acad.

1360

1231

915
983
1019
1059
1104
1153

SAT

Pre-Colfeqe Measures

19.0
20.2
21.0
22.2
23.3
24.8
26.8
29.8

ACT

43.5%
50.0%
59.3%
61.7%
64.9%
68.9%
80.1%

4&0%

1.97
2.16
2.38
2.59
2.82
3.13
3.43
3.68

UAY

60.4%
05.5%
72.4%
77.3%
80.8%
85.7%
69.6%
92.8%

UAYr

3.4%
12.6%
17.7%
23.6%
30.0%
38.2%
47.7%
56.3%

Grad in

6

Grad in

30.0%
35.9%
45.1%
53.0%
62.1%
71.2%
76.9%
85.3%

Grad in

UA Performance Measures

16.2%
19.5%
25.0%
33.6%
38.6%
41.3%
46.5%
54.7%

4

Grad in

UA Períormance Measures

Resident Fltst-Tíme/FuR-Tìtne Fteshmen by A adetk lnde

87
116
138
163
187
212
237
259

Acad.
Index

FIS

Pro-ColUge Measures

Non-Residert First-Time/FuH-Time Freshmen by Academvc Irdex

36.0%
31.5%
26.7%
24.5%
22.3%
19.3%
11.8%
6.2%

Under-Rep.

17.7%
15.1%
10.3%
8.6%
7.3%
8.1%
7.6%
7.4%

Minority

Under-Rep.

Data represents first-time full-time new freshmen by academic index and residency for fall terms '92-'94 and '96-'06.
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Figure A3. Bar chart showing the distribution (blue) according to Academic Index (AD for all
UA students (resident and non-resident) and the number that graduated in six years (green) or
failed to do so (red). The distributions are based on the data given in Table A2. For AI <150,
(roughly one third of the entering students) more than 50 % of the incoming class will fail to
graduale in six years.

While there are many factors that influence the outcomes for individual students, Figures
Al/A2/A3 and Tables Al/A2 nonetheless suggest the following general conclusions:
The probability of graduation at AAU Universities rises significantly with average
incoming SAT score, While there is significant variation in average graduation rate at a given
average intake SAT score among public universities, this does not in any way mask the general
trend. It thus appears that variation in teaching quality among the universities listed in Table Al
is not the dominant factor in determining graduate rate.
The overall average intake SAT score (1120) of U of A students is at the low end of the
distribution for similar scale public universities. Many students come either unprepared for or
unsuited to university work. The UA must deal with this problem if the rate of production of
graduates is to be improved.
The probability of graduation at UA rises significantly with incoming SAT score,
matching the results for other AAU universities. UA students with SAT scores below 1025, or an
AI below 125, have a probability of around 40 percent of graduating - that is their probability of
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failing is around 60 percent. For this reason, the cost per graduate is much higher for the sample
of less well prepared students. Admitting ill-prepared students virtually guarantees that the
majority will fail to graduate and does so at considerable expense to the State.
In the range of SAT scores from 1075 to 1200, the typical graduation rate of University
of Arizona students is similar to that of the other AAU Universities.

Above a score of 1200, or roughly the top 20% of our students, the UA graduation rates
are below the average graduation rates for other AAU Universities. This phenomenon - the
relative inability to retain the best students - is common to ASU and NAU and is of general
concern since the state arguably profits most by retaining these students after graduation.
Since the decision to graduate or not to graduate a student is made ultimately for
employers, not for students, a high quality public university cannot afford to graduate students
who are distinctly inferior to those from other similar institutions. Enhancing the quality of the
graduating class must therefore be a high pijority for the UA.
Implications. The above suggests the following:
The students at the lower end of the AI distribution must be brought up to an adequate
level of intake preparedness before proceeding to higher education. This can be done either by
selection or additional preparation (or some combination) and should greatly improve the
chances of successful graduation of entering students.
The better UA students must find themselves in an environment that is "more friendly" to
their aspirations and, in particular, one that does not hold them back to a pace set by the poorer
students. If this environment is maintained and made more visible, it will result in more well
prepared students selecting and remaining at the UA. This will in turn improve the institutional
graduation rate and make the higher education process more cost-efficient.
The percentage of well prepared freshmen may be estimated from the (reasonable)
criterion that such students have a probability of graduating which exceeds, say, 66 percent. This
corresponds to aUA AI of approximately 200 (or an SAT score of 1160). At the UA, only 25
percent of first-time, full-time freshmen meet this criterion at present.
There is a need to give students an incentive to learn basic skills at high school. They
should neither expect to learn them - nor should they be forced to releam them - at the UA.
We believe that the reconfiguration of the undergraduate program proposed in this White Paper
addresses all these points.
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APPENDIX B

Academic Index as a Calibrating Criterion for Level i Completion
In a system like the one proposed in this White Paper, it is essential that a reasonable and
objective criterion be established for students to advance directly to Level 2 - the Matriculation
Level. While other criteria will be necessaiy - especially for out of state or foreign students - it
will be necessaiy to maintain some degree of consistency among them. These other criteria
might include Advanced Placement or UA placement exam results, ACH scores etc. etc. We
suggest that the Academic index (AI) be used to define (calibrate) such performance criteria for
satisfactory completion of Level 1. Students with an AI 200 or equivalent (or a probability of?
66% of graduating) should, in normal circumstances be deemed ready to proceed directly to
Level 2 if they so desire. This criterion can be cross-calibrated with other external or internal
measures.
We believe that the minimum standards for testing out of Level ishould involve a specific level
of proficiency in English Composition, Mathematics, a foreign or computer language, and in
sorne area of Science and of Social Studies. Some minimum level of proficiency in the use of
computers would also be desirable.
A student entering the UA at the Foundation level would be expected to meet the above criteria
before proceeding to the Matriculation Level. Such a student intending to take a specialist degree
might be expected to demonstrate accomplishment above the Level i minimum. For example the
student might be expected to take one or two additional subjects, and also to do better than the
minimum an endeavor related to his or her chosen area of specialty.
Note external tests are NOT intended as a replacement for internal placement tests where these
are deemed necessary. The UA might also administer its own placement tests in state high
schools at the end of the first and second senior high school semesters, to give students the
opportunity to test out of Level i before arrival at the University.
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APPENDIX C

Time to Graduate
Being a college student is more than a full time job, yet there is an expectation in the community
that it is possible to work one's way through college and graduate in four years. The numbers
show how wrong this is.
To graduate in four years from a program with a 120 unit graduation requirement implies an
average of 15 units per semester, assuming no courses are failed. Each unit implies an hour in
class per week, plus 2 homework hours, so to graduate in four years requires a 45 hour week of
college work alone. It is certainly true that some better than average students can manage to do
their homework in a shorter time, particularly if they are also willing to accept poorer than
average grades. However, even for these students, a four year graduation probably implies a
minimum of about 30 hours per week of college work.
Students may, at their option, work "half tithe" that is, for up to an additional 20 hours per week
through work at the university. For four year graduates, working this many hours implies a work
week of 65 hours! If attention suffers, then it is necessary to reduce the load, either by someone
else paying the student's way, or by reducing the course load and taking more time to graduate.
Ifa student takes a load of 12 units - the minimum considered as "full-time", this becomes a 36
hour week of college work, and can perhaps be accomplished by the more gifted students in
about 24 hours. Then the addition of a 20 hour or half-ti mejob brings the work load up to
between 44 and 56 hours. For such a person, summer classes will be needed, to graduate in less
than 5 years.
Anyone trying to work a 40 hour job and also go to college, should understand that being a full
time student is ruled out. For them, a course load of 2-3 courses per semester is probably the
limit, and the corresponding time to graduate is about 6-10 years.
Ifa student then tries to accomplish an excessive amount of work and college courses, the likely
result will be courses failed and even further delay in graduation. For most of these students,
work is necessary to pay at least part of their college expenses.
For reference, work load statistics for UA students are as follows:
Data for Fall 200612
Working more than

Graduating Seniors
31 hrs
21 hrs

11%
33%

il hrs

63%
80%

i hrs
2

Data provided by Dr. Rick Kroc II, Assistant Vice-president for Enrollment Research
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Rising Juniors
5%
20%
49%
57%

APPENDIX D

POSSIBLE DEGREE STRUCTURE
The proposed reconfiguration of the undergraduate program envisages two possible degree
outcomes. The first is the standard degree awarded after completion of Upper Division (Level 3)
or 120 units of which a student may test out of 30 at the Foundation Level (Level 1). The second
is the APS (advanced/professional/specialist) degree awarded upon completion of the Advanced
Level (Level 4).
It seems appropriate - although not necessary - to recognize these different accomplishments in
the title of the degree. This topic was discussed at length by faculty members contributing to this
report. No 'ideal" solution was found. However, considering the advantages of not diverging too
drastically from current practice, the participants came up with the following "acceptable"
solutions. No great importance is attached to these titles, which in no way alter the substance of
the overall restructuring program. They are offered merely as examples.

Option i (see Figure Dl)
The standard degree might be the Bachelor of Arts (BA) regardless of the student's
major.
The APS degree might signify the area of study using the titles already used by
individual colleges; examples would be Bachelor of Science (BS), Bachelor of Fine Arts
(BFA), Bachelor of Science in Nursing (BSN) etc. The BA could also be used for APS
degrees from colleges or faculties traditionally using this title (mainly humanities or
social sciences) but alternatives such as Bachelor of Humanities or BA (Humanities) etc
might be preferred. The degree titles should, in any case, be proposed by the individual
faculties to serve the needs of their students.

The current practice of awarding degrees with or without Honors or with the designations cum
laude, summa cum laude etc could be continued for both standard and APS degrees if desired.
Option 2 (see Figure D2)
The standard (or regular) degree could have the same designation as at present so that
BA, BSc, BFA, BSN etc. would all still be used at this level. The word honors would not
be used in connection with standard degrees but outstanding performance could be
recognized through a qualifier such as with distinction.
The APS degree could be assigned the prefix or suffix "Honors" so that the degree
became a BA (Hons), BSc (Hons) etc. Outstanding performance in an honors degree
program would be recognized with the qualifiers cum laude, magna cum laude, summa
cum laude.

A degree structure such as the above would not only provide appropriate recognition for student
accomplishment but also bring more order into a situation which is currently confusing to the
public and to employers in particular.
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Proposed .Acadet'nìc
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Figure Dl. Option 1. The proposed Level structure is illustrated showing the two normal entry
points for high school students at the Foundation (I) and Matriculation (II) Levels - as well as
the option for truly exceptional students to proceed directly. to Upper Division (III). Students
may conclude their studies with the award of either a BA as a Standard degree or one of several
field specfIc options (Rs, BSN etc) as an ARS baccalaureate degree following satisfactory
completion of studies in Upper Division (III) and Advanced Level (IV) respectively. They would
then join the work force or, alternatively, proceed to graduate or professional school. The role
of University College in monitoring the General Education and Multi-disciplinary Studies
programs is also shown. [Note Level III consists of two study years; all other levels are one
study year.]
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Figure D2. Option 2. The proposed Level structure is illustrated showing the two normal entry
points for high school students at the Foundation (I) and Matriculation (II) Levels - as well as
the option for truly exceptional students to proceed directly to Upper Division (III). Students
may conclude their stud/es with the award of either an ordinary BS, BA, BSN, BFÁ etc as a
Standard degree or a BS (Hons,), BA (Hons), BSN (Hons), BFA (Hons) etc. as a ARS
baccalaureate degree following satisfactory completion of studies in Upper Division (III) and
Advanced Level (IV) respectively. They would then join the work force or, alternatively, proceed
to graduate or professional school. The role of University College in monitoring the General
Education and Multi-disciplinary Studies programs is also shown. ¡Note Level III consists of two
study years; ail other levels are one study year.]
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Accelerated Masters' Program in Biochemistry
The information below comes directly from the Biochemistry Department Website:
http://www.biochem.arizona.edu/deptfbsms.html
Five Year B.S./M.S. in Biochemistry
The Department of Biochemistiy & Molecular Biophysics offers the opportunity for students to participate in an
accelerated curriculum that leads to both the Bachelor of Science and Master of Science degrees. This curriculum
follows the normal B.S. degree for three years, but adds two graduate level courses during their fourth year that are
applied to the subsequent M.S. program. These graduate courses cannot be included in the students B.S. degree
program. The fifth year includes three graduate courses, research credits, and the Masters Thesis. [Should a student
have completed 12 graduate credits, but not yet completed the undergraduate degree, they will be considered
graduate for fmancial aid and tuition purposes and coded as graduate' in SIS. They will no longer be eligible for
undergraduate scholarships, nor will they be eligible for graduate assistantshipsj. Students must apply to the
Graduate College during their fourth year for official admission to the M.S. program immediately following
completion of their B.S. degree requirements.
Students who are interested in this unique opportunity should meet with a member of the Advisory Committee in
the fall semester of theirjunior year to plan for the course work and thesis. In the spring semester of their junior
year, students must have their Senior Thesis and M. S. Thesis mentor approved by the Advisory Committee. This
research mentor must have an appointment (primary or joint) in BMB or must have an ongoing research
collaboration with one of our primary faculty members. General advice concerning selection of a research mentor
and a list of specific faculty who qalify as research mentors for the M.S. degree are provided on a separate page.
The Senior Thesis (or Honors Thesis) for the B.S. degree comprises preliminary work for the M.S. Thesis that is to
be completed during the fifth year. A thesis committee consisting of the approved mentor and two faculty from the
BMB program must be selected during the spring semester of their junior year. This committee will approve the
proposed graduate requirements in completing the BS/MS degree.
The Master of Science degree requires 30 units (minimum) of graduate work in 500-level courses or above, up to 15
of which may be in thesis research. At least one-half of the required units must be in courses offering regular letter
grades. Up to 12 units of graduate credit earned as an undergraduate and not applied toward the baccalaureate
degree can be applied for credit toward a master's degree. Required courses for the M.S. degree include Proteins and
Enzymes 565 and two other courses from the list below. The student, with approval from the thesis committee,
chooses the remaining graduate courses required for the degree.

An Advanced BSc Program at the Australian National University.
(Information provided by Dr. Darren Croton (UC Berkeley)

A BSc degree in Australia typically lasts 3 years and is approximately equivalent to the 4 year
US degree. It tends to be slightly less generai and more focused than in the US, hence the year
difference (i.e. a physics major would do physics, math, some chemistry perhaps. But not
typically any arts, language, cultural, history, etc subjects that are often required in the US to
give "breadth"). At the end of 3 years you graduate with your BSc.
If you are interested in a PhD, or perhaps your desired career path requires some extra research
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experience, then you can choose to do an additional year as a BSc student, called an Honors
year. Regardless how you go in this year you still have your BSc. This extra year (as an
undergraduate) is usually 1/2 research and 1/2 advanced coursework, sort of like a mini Masters.
Often a publication will come from the research, while the coursework will be Jackson for E&M,
etc, similar to ist year grad classes here in the US.

Once you pass this extra year you get your BSc with honors (4 year degree). You can then go on
to do a PhD, which will sometimes include some more, even more advanced coursework, but
usually is just research only.
The information below comes directly from the ANU Honors handbook
(http://science.anu.edu.au/Honors/index.php):
What Honors is and what you will get out of it
Honors programs at the ANU take one academic year (full time). Honors aims to build on the knowledge and skills
that you have learned in your undergraduate career. In doing so, Honors continues and rounds out a process begun
in the study of your chosen field at an undergraduate level. However, Honors is much more than this. It is a time of
social, professional and intellectual development in which students become better acquainted with some of the
central features of academic life: seminars, workshops, presentation of work to colleagues, research design and
communication of scientific findings.
Accordingly, students are generally given much more autonomy and responsibility for their own intellectual
development during this year than previously. All Honors degrees at ANU are based on the model of developing
your skills, under supervision, as an independent researcher and innovative thinker. Honors will also test your
organisational skills; in particular, your ability to prepare, defme, plan, cany out and report on research. As an
Honors student in the Faculty of Science, you will undertake your own empirical research on a topic you choose to
study and your research should involve the creation of 'new' information and knowledge in your chosen field. You
will prepare a thesis that presents the background for and describes and explains your research findings. Some
Honors programs also involve a coursework component.
Therefore, Honors offers the opportunity to develop a level of learning and a suite of skills that add significant value
to those gained during a Pass (Bachelor) degree. Consistent with this, the ANU Undergraduate Handbook states that
completion of an Honors Degree attests to the following achievements:
greater depth and breadth of knowledge within the chosen field of study;
development of an independent approach to and ability in research and in academic communication; and
a superior academic ability, as judged by performance in second and third year units and in the Honors year."
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APPENDIX E
The following faculty members contributed to writing and/or critiquing the
original version of this document:

John Bieging (Astronomy)
Adam Burrows (Physics)
John Cocke (Astronomy)
Chandrakant Desai (Engineering)
Elizabeth Ervin (Music)
William Fans (Mathematics)
Merrill Garrett (Psychology)
Robert Hershberger (Architecture)
John Hildebrand (Neurobiology)
Christopher Impey (Astronomy)
Philip Keller (Chemistiy)
Brian Larkins (Plant Science)
Tom Lindell (Molecular/Cellular Biology)
Jonathan Lunine (Lunar/Planetary Science)
Gerald Monsman (English)
Claire Parsons (Nursing)
Richard Poss (Humanities)
Richard Powell (Optical Sciences)
Eugene Sander (Agriculture)
Michael Schiffer (Anthropology)
Ernest Smerdon (Engineering)
Vernon Smith (Economics)
Peter Strittmatter (Astronomy)
Donna Swaim (Humanities)
Richard Thompson (Mathematics)
Doug Toussaint (Physics)
Christopher Walker (Astronomy)
Bruce Walsh (Ecology/Evolutionary Biology)
Ann Weekes (Humanities)
Raymond White (Astronomy)
Nick Woolf (Astronomy)
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Motion: to establish a Senate Task Force on Student Retention and
Advancement for the purpose of restructuring the undergraduate
experience to increase student retention and graduation rates of all
students irrespective of their preparation.
Utilize the report submitted to the Senate, May of 2007, by the
Committee of Eleven as a data base to determine academic success
and retention based on the Academic Index and other relevant
factors.
Analyze the Committee of Eleven proposal and any other approaches
that will improve retention and graduation rates for all students, but
with a particular emphasis on the cohorts with the lowest and highest
Academic Indices.
Recommend actions to restructure the undergraduate experience to
optimize graduation rates and retention, consistent with available
resources.

Task Force Composition:
All Colleges with undergraduate enrollment will be represented by
faculty representatives(s) (12-15 members).
One-fourth of the total membership will be from the Faculty Senate.
At least one member will be the Department of Higher Education
(College of Education) and one from the Committee of Eleven.

The Chair of the Task Force will be a faculty senator and appointed,
by the Presiding Officer of the Faculty Senate.

Activity Timeline:
First orientation meeting will be convened by end of September,
2007.
2-hour meetings (every other week during the remainder of the fall
semester) and the first part of the spring semester.
Report to Faculty Senate, March, 2008.

Issue: Student Retention
Considerations:
- Academic preparedness

Enrollment, accessibility,
tuition revenue
-

Quality of the
undergraduate experience

-

- Faculty roles
-

The output

Issue: Student Retention
Consideration:
-

Academic preparedness
Target levels differently
according to ethnicity,
residency status?

Issue: Student Retention
Consideration:
-

Enrollment, accessibility,
tuition revenue
(Political consideration
or student success
consideration)

Issue: Student Retention
Cons ideratìon:
-

Quality of the
undergraduate
experience
Infrastructure,
e.g. advising/mentoring

"Out of the classroom"
experience with faculty
Bridge programs to enhance
student success

Issue: Student Retention
Consideration:
-

Faculty roles
Focus on strengths
Embrace differences in
P&T process

Issue: Student Retention
Consideration:
-

The output
Describe an educated citizen

